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Abstract
III-V nanowire transistors might provide a mean for extending Moore’s law, by overcoming the
scaling limitations ultimately facing planar silicon CMOS. These high frequency capable tran-
sistors with cut-off frequencies in the terahertz regime are suitable for radio communication.
In this project an active double-balanced gilbert cell mixer consisting of nanowire field-effect
transistors (NWFETs) was simulated in Cadence Virtuoso using a compact transistor model.
The transistor model was extended to take flicker and thermal noise into account, in order
to more accurately compare the mixers against state-of-the-art silicon CMOS implementations.
The final mixer for 60 GHz showed much greater linearity (0.4 dBm 1 dB compression and
8.5 dBm IIP3) than previously reported silicon CMOS counterparts. It exhibited a conversion
gain of 3.47 dB, a NFDSB of 14.6 dB and a DC power consumption of 8.7 mW . Based on
these findings the design requirements for suitable low noise amplifier was discussed.
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Aims and Outline of this Thesis
The aim of this project is to do a comparison between radio frequency (RF) mixer circuits
implemented using III-V Nanowire Field-Effect Transistors (NWFETs) and traditional silicon
CMOS transistors (Si CMOS). Traditionally, benchmarking of new technologies tend to focus
on simple circuits (e.g. an inverter for digital IC) since more complex circuits might not yet
be possible to realise until the technology becomes more mature. The limits of circuit man-
ufacturing can be circumvented by instead carrying out the benchmarking using simulation
software, such as Cadence Virtuoso.
The validity of data acquired from such simulations depend on the quality of the underlying
device models. In this thesis the NWFET simulated is based on previous work by the Nano
Electronics Group at the Department of Electrical and Information Technology at Lund Uni-
versity, Sweden. The transistor model has been implemented using a virtual-source model and
also includes a rigorous model of the capacitances arising from the device structure. Using the
well-established SpectreRF component of Cadence Virtuoso, the accuracy of these simulations
should be sufficient for comparison with both manufactured and simulated equivalent silicon
CMOS mixers found in the literature.
The first part of the project is an investigation of which frequency ranges to consider for the
mixer implementation and finding relevant previous work consisting of silicon CMOS based
mixers operating at these frequencies. In order to enable further comparisons, the figures
of merits of a general mixer circuit are defined, as well as common circuit topologies used.
Since the aim of this thesis is to implement a III-V NWFET based mixer circuit of equivalent
complexity as state-of-the-art silicon CMOS based mixer circuits, the many ingenious design
features presented in the literature needs to be investigated and quantified in able to incorpo-
rate them into the final III-V NWFET mixer circuit.
The second part of this project is to develop an automated test bench for mixer circuits
in Cadence Virtuoso, in order to simplify future design efforts and assure that the simula-
tions carried out are well documented and highly repeatable. The automation is done using
the Open Command Environment for Analysis (OCEAN) in Cadence Virtuoso, based on the
SKILL programming language (a dialect of LISP). Together with data analysis in MatLab,
this provides a good foundation for future mixer design efforts.
Without a noise model for the transistor an important figure of merit, the noise figure, cannot
be simulated. In order to simulate it, the third part of this project focuses on implementing
a noise model based on both measured data and well-established analytical expressions.
Finally, a III-V NWFET based active down-converting mixer is to be designed and charac-
terised. Based on the figures of merit for the mixer, the design constraints for a suitable low
noise amplifier (LNA) for further implementation of a receiver or transmitter can be discussed.
vii
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1 Introduction
1.1 III-V Nanowire Semiconductors
Almost four decades ago, G.E. Moore revised the prediction of his famous law to read: "The
number of transistors per chip will double every 18 months." [1]. Although the device scaling
necessary to follow this exponential projection has been made possible by advancements and
refinements in semiconductor fabrication, traditional planar silicon CMOS devices face a vari-
ety of difficulties in scaling to 10 nm gate length and below. Tunnelling limits the thickness of
gate oxides and gate length scaling of bulk metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MOSFETs) introduces unacceptable short-channel effects [2, 3].
Nanowire transistors have gained much attention in research as a possible replacement to the
traditional planar CMOS structures, since advanced structures such as cylindrical nanowire
MOSFETs with gate all around provide better electrostatic integrity, which gives greater
control over the short-channel effects [3, 4]. By also changing material from silicon to III-V
compounds, such as indium arsenide (InAs), the performance increases even further due to
the superior electron transport properties [5]. The structure of these devices is described in
figure 1, the small signal model in figure 2 and the Cadence Virtuoso small signal equivalent
in figure 3.
R oxt
G
a
t
e
L
G
a
t
e
LG
Drain
Source
oxtoxt
2R
LG
(a) (b)
Gate
Figure 1: Schematic of Nanowire Field-Effect Transistor (NWFET). (a) Cross-section and (b)
Cut along cylindrical axis.
The NWFETs considered in this project (60 nm gate length and 45 nm diameter) are InAs
vertical nanowire arrays optimised for radio frequency applications [6, 7] as part of previous
work by the Nano Electronics Group (Department of Electrical and Information Technology
at Lund University, Sweden.). These devices can be manufactured on silicon substrates and
the nanowires are defined by electron beam lithography patterning of gold particles [5].
1
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Gate
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RS,e RS,c+
RD,e RD,c+
RG
+
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Cgs,e
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RD,w
1/g d
RS,w
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Virtual 
Source
Figure 2: Small signal model of the NWFET.
Figure 3: Small signal model of the NWFET in Cadence Virtuoso.
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1.2 Millimetre Wave Communication
Millimetre wave (mmWave) is a very broad term that can be classified as the electromagnetic
spectrum spanning 30 GHz to 300 GHz, corresponding to a wavelength of 10 mm to 1 mm
[8]. In recent years the frequencies around 60 GHz has been of great interest to academia,
industry and standardisation bodies and there is already a proposed standard for wireless
communication with data rates exceeding 1 Gbps [9].
The decision to use 60 GHz is primarily due to the fact that there exists an unlicensed fre-
quency spectrum in its vicinity. In the U.S. the unlicensed frequency range is 57-64 GHz, for
Japan 59-66 GHz and in Europe 57-66 GHz. All together, this provides a common continuous
5 GHz band available around 60 GHz in the major markets [9] (see figure 4).
Europe
USA
Japan
57 6860 64
f [GHz]
Figure 4: Unlicensed frequencies between 57 and 68 GHz (overlap in grey).
On the down side, increased free space path loss (up to 20 to 40 dB) and atmospheric ab-
sorption (15 up to 30 dB/km) for 60 GHz communication systems, combined with reduced
multi-path that affects none line-of-sight communications, might make this type of communica-
tion unsuitable for longer distances. The high atmospheric absorption is due to the absorption
lines of oxygen and can be compared to the path loss of 0.4 dB/km at 94 GHz, a frequency
which does not coincide with any absorptions lines [10].
For IEEE 802.16d (the precursor to WiMax1), carrier frequencies up to 66 GHz were consid-
ered at first, but due to the short range its successor IEEE 802.16e instead chose operating
frequencies below 11 GHz. For some applications, limited range might be an attractive fea-
ture. For Wireless Personal Area Networks (such as Bluetooth), Multimedia Streaming (e.g.
wireless HDMI) and Vehicular Applications, limited range means less interference with adja-
cent communication systems and increased security [12].
The need for high performance radio frequency components, such as mixers, for frequencies
between 57 and 64 GHz is thus of great interest and there are already silicon CMOS imple-
mentations for comparison [13–22].
1Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access [11]
3
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1.3 Frequency Limitations of Silicon CMOS
The frequency capabilities of a transistor is expressed in the form of cut-off frequency (fT )
and maximum frequency (fmax). See table 1 for values for transistors in different technologies.
Definition 1. At the cut-off frequency fT , the transistor exhibits unity current gain [23, p. 177]
Definition 2. At the maximum frequency of oscillation, fmax, the transistor exhibits unity
power gain [23, p. 178]
Ref. Technology Node fT [GHz] fmax [GHz] Method
[14] Silicon CMOS 130 nm 85 135 Measured
[24] Silicon CMOS 90 nm 140 170 Measured
[25] Silicon CMOS 65 nm 180 200 Measured
[26] Silicon On Insulator 90 nm 243 208 Measured
[27] Silicon On Insulator 45 nm 485 430 Measured
[28] SiGe BiCMOS 130 nm 240 330 Measured
[5] III-V NWFET 50 nm 440 380 Simulated
[5] III-V NWFET 12 nm 1730 1230 Simulated
Table 1: Frequency capabilities for transistors in different technologies.
1.3.1 Silicon On Insulator
Silicon On Insulator (SOI) solves many of the issues with device isolation required for mono-
lithic integration. The traditional junction isolations introduce extra capacitance and there is
a risk of current leakage at high enough ambient temperatures. By using a dielectric isolation
instead, in the form of a film of crystalline silicon separated by a layer of SiO2 from the bulk
substrate, these difficulties can be overcome. For the past decade, SOI has entered the main-
stream of ultra-large scale integration (ULSI) and is needed in order to extend the life of silicon
technology. The device scaling made possible by SOI has allowed for silicon circuits operat-
ing at frequencies beyond 150 GHz and makes single-cell battery supply (0.5-1 V) feasible [29].
Mixer circuits for radio frequencies of 145-165 GHz [30] have been shown possible to manufac-
ture in 45 nm SOI. A full receiver circuit in 45 nm SOI, capable of ultra-wide band millimetre
wave communication with a supply voltage of 0.6 V, has also been reported [31].
1.3.2 SiGe BiCMOS
The high-frequency performance of Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBTs) can be inte-
grated with state-of-the-art CMOS components in a process called BiCMOS. This enables
reuse of existing CMOS based cells and low-power applications can be realised. For millime-
tre wave communication, the choice has been between silicon-germanium (SiGe) HBTs and
indium phosphide (InP) HBTs. SiGe HBTs have been preferred for their low cost and ade-
quate performance. The possibility to integrate existing CMOS with high quality HBTs and
well-defined passive components makes SiGe BiCMOS a versatile RF technology [32].
Mixer circuits for radio frequencies around 135 GHz [33, 34], 160 GHz [35], 150-170 GHz [36]
and 158-165 GHz [37] implemented in BiCMOS have been reported.
4
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2 Theory
2.1 Mixer Fundamentals
The simplest frequency mixer is a nonlinear electronic device that perform a multiplication of
two signals in the time domain [23]:
(A cos(ω1t)(B cos(ω2t)) =
AB
2
[cos((ω1 − ω2)t) + cos((ω1 + ω2)t)] (1)
Using two different frequencies (ω1 and ω2) as the input signal, the resulting output signal
contains the sum and difference of those two frequencies. This is practically used in receiver
circuits to down-convert a received RF to an intermediate frequency (IF) and in transmitter
circuits to up-convert a baseband signal to an appropriate radio frequency for transmission. In
both cases the conversion occurs when the applied signal (either RF or baseband) is multiplied
with the signal of a local oscillator (LO), see figure 5.
RF IF
LO
Figure 5: Symbolic representation of an ideal mixer acting as a multiplier.
Apart from the second-order products (1), the output will also contain higher order products
on the form:
f = mf1 ± nf2 (2)
where f is a higher order output frequency and m,n ∈ N. Note that this will result in fLO
when m = 0 and fIF when n = 0 [38, p. 43].
The third-order product (m+n = 3) limits the overall performance and its impact is quantified
using the metric IIP3 (2.3.6). The order of intermodulation products are infinite since m,n ∈
N, but because higher order IPs have smaller amplitudes only second-, third- and fifth-order
products (m+ n = 2, m+ n = 3 and m+ n = 5) are of practical importance [38, p. 59].
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2.2 Receiver Topologies
2.2.1 Superheterodyne Receivers
The incoming radio frequency is amplified and passed on to a frequency translation section.
The frequency translation consists of a frequency mixer and a local oscillator. Heterodyning
is the process of converting the RF frequency of the radio signal to a standard intermediate
frequency for further processing. The rest of the receiver chain thus only need to deal with
the predetermined intermediate frequency, which simplifies the design decisions for filters and
other components in the intermediate frequency stage [38, p. 42]. See figure 6 for details.
RF
Filter LNA
Image
Filter
LO
Mixer
Intermediate 
Frequency 
Stage
Figure 6: Block diagram of typical superheterodyne receiver front-end.
2.2.2 Homodyne Receivers
The direct frequency conversion (homodyne) receiver has re-emerged and become the de-facto
standard for digital cellular systems. The incoming RF signal is amplified and converted
directly to baseband in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals [39]. See figure 7 for details.
RF
Filter LNA
LPF
LO
Mixer
Mixer
LPF
I
Q
sine
cosine
Figure 7: Block diagram of typical homodyne receiver front-end.
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2.3 Figures of Merit
2.3.1 Power Consumption
Although power spectrums are possible to simulate [40, p. 16] and measure, the majority of
publications (e.g. [13–20, 30, 33, 34, 36, 41–49]) simply state the DC power consumption.
The DC current measured at the supply is multiplied with the supply voltage, giving the DC
power consumption.
2.3.2 RF to IF Conversion Gain
Definition 3. Power Conversion Gain [dB] = 10 · log
(
PIF
PRF
)
[23, p. 406]
Definition 4. Voltage Conversion Gain [dB] = 20 · log
(
VIF
VRF
)
[23, p. 406]
For matched impedance, the voltage conversion gain is equal to the power conversion gain.
The conversion gain is usually measured as function of LO power (with constant RF power,
RF and LO frequencies) or as a function of RF frequency (with constant LO power) (e.g [34,
41, 43–45]).
2.3.3 Usable Bandwidth
The usable frequency range for the mixer depends on the requirement for conversion gain.
From measurements of voltage conversion gain as a function of RF frequency metrics such as
a 3 dB bandwidth can be calculated.
2.3.4 LO to RF and LO to IF Isolation
Isolation between the ports (RF, IF and LO) is important in order to prevent feedthrough
(figure 8). Since the LO signal is generally much stronger than the RF signal, LO feedthrough
to the IF stage might cause problems for subsequent stages. It is also possible for the LO signal
(or any of its harmonics) to leak through to the RF stage and be transmitted by the antenna,
causing interference with other radio devices [23, p. 409]. The port isolation is expressed as
the feedthrough in decibels between two ports.
RF
Filter LNA
Image
Filter
LO
Mixer
Intermediate 
Frequency 
Stage
Figure 8: LO to RF and LO to IF feedthrough.
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2.3.5 1 dB Compression Point
Ideally, the IF output is proportional to the RF input signal amplitude. For a mixer with a
voltage conversion gain, the output amplitude will be equal to the input signal amplitude times
the linear gain. However, just as with amplifiers, this relation does not hold true for all input
levels. At some point the output power level will deviate from the ideal linear dependence on
input power level. The point where the difference between the ideal linear curve and the actual
output power curve is 1 dB, is referred to as the 1 dB compression point [23, p. 407-408], see
figure 9.
RF Input
Power
IF
 O
ut
pu
t P
ow
er
1 dB
1 dB 
Compression 
Point
Desired
Output
Actual
Output
Figure 9: Graphical definition of 1 dB compression point.
2.3.6 Third-Order Intercept Point (IIP3)
Due to the intermodulation effects within the mixer, third-order intermodulation, for instance
2fRF1 ± fRF2 and 2fRF2 ± fRF1, will be present. As previously mentioned, the amplitude of
the third-order intermodulation is not negligible compared to the desired signal. Therefore it
is of interest to know at which point the output level of the third-order intermodulation would
be equal to the output level of the desired signal. This point is called the third-order intercept
point, see figure 10. If the point is referred to using the input power level, it is called IIP3
and if the output power level is used instead, it is called OIP3 [23, p. 408].
RF Input
Power
IF
 O
ut
pu
t P
ow
er
Third-Order 
Intercept
IIP3
Desired
Output
Third-Order 
Intermodulation
O
IP
3
Figure 10: Graphical definition of third-order intercept point.
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2.3.7 Noise
The noise of a receiver component is often expressed as a receiver noise ratio [50, p. 124]
NR =
(S/N)i
(S/N)o
(3)
where (S/N)i is the signal-to-noise ratio of the input and (S/N)o the signal-to-noise ratio of
the output. The more commonly used noise figure (NF ) is the decibel equivalent
NF = 10 · log(NR) (4)
For a receiver system the overall noise ratio is given by Friis formula [50, p. 124]
NR = NR1 +
NR2 − 1
Ap1
+
NR3 − 1
Ap1 · Ap2 + ...+
NRn − 1
Ap1 · Ap2 · Ap3 · ... · Apn−1 (5)
where NR1 is the noise ratio of the first stage and Ap1 is the gain of the first stage.
RF
Filter LNA
Image
Filter
LO
Intermediate 
Frequency 
Stage
Mixer
Figure 11: Dominating blocks in the typical receiver.
Consider a receiver system with a LNA with a noise ratio NRLNA and a power gain of ApLNA
in series with a mixer with a noise radio NRMixer and a power gain of ApMixer (figure 11).
Then the noise ratio (NR) for the entire system can be expressed as
NRReceiver = NRLNA +
NRMixer − 1
ApLNA
+
NRRest − 1
ApLNA · ApMixer
+ ... (6)
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thus the LNA is the critical component for overall the noise ratio, whereas the noise ratio of
the mixer is suppressed by the gain of the LNA and the gain of the mixer suppresses the noise
ratio of subsequent components.
The noise ratio of the mixer itself is the signal-to-noise ratio of the input (RF) divided by the
signal-to-noise ratio at the output (IF)
NR =
(S/N)RF
(S/N)IF
(7)
For any desired IF, there are two possible frequencies that will yield the same result. One of
them is the desired radio frequency (RF) signal and the other is the image signal. The two
different signals make up one sideband each and are separated by 2fIF [23, p. 406].
For this reason, the noise ratio stated can either be dual sideband (DSB) or single sideband
(SSB), depending on whether both sidebands contain useful information. Both sidebands will
have the same IF noise, but the power level is divided between them. Thus SSB NR will be
higher (usually by about 3 dB) than DSB NR. Since DSB NR is numerically smaller, it is
usually the figure of merit stated for noise in publications [23, p. 407].
2.4 Combined Figures of Merit
Since there are many different figures of merit to consider for a mixer, it is desirable to be able
to combine several figures of merits into a single number and use that as a major performance
indicator. Several such combined figures of merits have been proposed
FOM1 = 10 · log(10
G/20 · 10(IIP3−10)/20
10NF/10 · P ) (8)
The voltage conversion gain G and NF are expressed in dB, while IIP3 is expressed in dBm.
The power consumption P is expressed in mW. The concept is that reduced NF and P are
desirable, while maintaining a high voltage conversion gain and IIP3 [48].
Another combined figure of merit that also takes the radio frequency fRF into account is
FOM2 = 20 · log(fRF ) +G−NF + IIP3− 10 · log(P ) (9)
The radio frequency fRF is expressed in Hertz, the voltage conversion gain G in dB, the NF
in dB, IIP3 in dBm and the power consumption P in Watts [47].
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2.5 Implementation Using Field Effect Transistors
During the first decades of microwave communication, Schottky diodes were the only feasible
nonlinear device for radio frequency circuits such as mixers. The diode mixers exhibited
a conversion loss of around 6 dB and practical mixers approaching 1 Terahertz had been
realised. As monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) became more common, field-
effect transistors where preferred because they provided a conversion gain, rather than loss,
and because classical diode mixer designs were impractical to realise in MMIC [51, p. 6-10].
2.5.1 Active and Passive Mixers
Using field-effect transistors it is possible to realise both active and passive mixers. A com-
parison between the advantages and disadvantages of active and passive mixers is shown below:
Advantages Disadvantages
Balanced
Active
• Provide gain
• Good LO to RF isolation
• Requires low LO drive
• Higher NF than passive mixers
• Lower linearity than passive
• Power consumption
Passive
• Good linearity
• Low NF
• Poor LO to RF isolation
Balanced
Passive
• Even better linearity
• Reasonably low NF
• Good LO to RF isolation
• Requires strong LO drive
• Requires off-chip baluns
Table 2: Comparison between active and passive mixers [52, p. 73-90].
This project focuses solely on balanced active mixers. For a detailed outline of design of passive
radio frequency mixers using nanowire field-effect transistors, see the thesis report Design and
Simulation of Passive Nanowire-Based Mixers by Mohammad Khorramnejadi, presented at
the Department of Electrical and Information Technology at Lund University, Sweden in 2012.
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2.6 Different Active Mixer Topologies
2.6.1 Single Device (Square-Law Mixer)
Consider a MOSFET in saturation
I ∝ V 2 (10)
Applying two periodical signals
I ∝ (A · cos(ω1t) +B · cos(ω2t))2 (11)
which expands to
A2 · cos2(ω1t) + 2AB · cos(ω1t) · cos(ω2t) +B2 · cos2(ω2t) (12)
Using the trigonometric identity
cos(θ) · cos(ϕ) = cos(θ − ϕ) + cos(θ + ϕ)
2
(13)
the final result contains the multiplication of the two periodical signals in the time domain
A2 · cos2(ω1t) +AB · cos(ω1t+ ω2t) · cos(ω1t− ω2t) +B2 · cos2(ω2t) (14)
Thus it is possible to realise a mixer using only a single MOSFET.
Even though single device mixers are uncommon for practical usage, at least one single de-
vice mixer for millimetre-wave communication has been reported. Low-power operation was
achieved by choosing a biasing point close to the threshold voltage. The major practical im-
plementation problem mentioned is the need for a hybrid or elaborate power combining circuit
to combine the LO and RF signals [14].
An inherit drawback for the single-device mixer is that the isolation between the LO and RF
signal is poor, since they are applied in series [23, p. 414].
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2.6.2 Single-Balanced
If the LO input voltage (VLO) is high enough, the periodical LO signal will cause alternating
switching of transistor M1 and M2. The alternating switching will bring the tail current (ID
of transistor M3) back and forth between the two IF output nodes [23, p. 417] (figure 12).
Since there is no direct signal path from LO to RF (as in the case with the single device
mixer in 2.6.1), the port isolation is ideally infinite. However, due to the parasitic capacitance
between gate and drain, leakage does occur [52, p. 77].
VDD
RF
LO
IF
M1 M2
M3
Figure 12: Simplified circuit diagram of a single-balanced mixer.
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The different stages of the single balanced mixers need to be considered in order to derive the
voltage conversion gain, see figure 13.
VDD
RF
LO
IF
M1 M2
M3
Mixing stage
Transconductance 
stage
Figure 13: The different stages of the single-balanced mixer.
The conversion gain depends on three parts: the transconductance of the RF input transistor
(gm,rf ), the switching gain or loss at the mixing stage (Asw) and the output impedance (R0)
[52, p. 77]
Av = gm,rf ·Ro · Asw (15)
The switching gain (Asw) is a function of the LO drive and the overdrive voltage of the
transistor pair making up the mixing stage. It will be proportional to the LO amplitude as
long as the LO amplitude is smaller than the overdrive voltage. In turn, the overdrive voltage
will depend on the drain current of the transistor in the transconductance stage [52, p. 77].
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2.6.3 Double-Balanced (Gilbert Cell)
The Gilbert cell was first presented in Barrie Gilbert’s landmark paper [53] and has since
been the topology of choice for many mixer designs (see figure 14). In essence it consists of
two single-balanced mixers that couples differential LO signals into the same IF output. At
the mixer stage, the IF output is now connected to two switching transistors with pi radians
phase difference between their respective LO signals, causing the LO leakage to cancel out
[52, p. 77-78]. This topology therefore exhibit better port isolation than the single-balanced
(2.6.2) and single-device mixer (2.6.1).
VDD
RF
LO
IF
M1 M4
M2
M3 M5
M6
I1
R2R1
Figure 14: Simplified circuit diagram of the Gilbert cell.
The apparent drawback of this topology is the increased number of transistors needed, which
requires more chip surface area and makes it more sensitive to process variations.
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The double-balanced mixer will exhibit half of the voltage conversion gain as in the single-
balanced case since (gm,rf ) and (Asw) will remain the same, but for the same supply voltage
the load resistance R0 has to be lowered due to the limited voltage headroom [54, p. 377]. As
seen in figure 15, the stages are the same as for the single-balanced mixer.
VDD
RF
LO
IF
M1 M4
M2
M3 M5
M6
I1
R2R1
Mixing stage
Transconductance stage
Figure 15: The different stages of the gilbert cell.
For a known gm,rf and R0 with an LO signal in the form of a square wave, the voltage con-
version gain (Av) can be estimated as [54, p. 390]
Av =
2
pi
gm,rfR0 (16)
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NFSSB referred to a 50 Ω source (RS) can be estimated as [54, p. 390]
NFSSB = 1 +
pi2kT
(
γ
gm,rf
+
2
g2m,rfR0
)
4kTRS
+ 3 (17)
The last term 3 is due to the noise figure of the double-balanced mixer being 3 dB higher than
an equivalent single-balanced mixer (same transistor sizing and supply voltage) [54, p. 379].
This noise estimation is known to be off by as much as 4 dB, due to an oversimplification not
taking contribution of the switches and aliasing of white noise by the transconductance stage
into account [55].
The overall noise figure can be improved at the cost of higher power consumption by scaling
the entire mixer with a factor α, which will lower the input referred noise voltage
√
V 2n,in by
a factor
√
α [54, p. 384], see figure 16.
VDD
RF
LO
IF
α I1
R  / α 1 R  / α 2
α n   NW α n   NW
α n   NW α n   NW α n   NW α n   NW
Figure 16: Scaling of entire mixer to reduce noise.
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2.7 Performance Enhancements
2.7.1 Source Degeneration
The RF stage of the single- and double-balanced mixer is essentially a common-source am-
plifier stage. If a degeneration resistor (RS) is placed in series with the source terminal (see
figure 17), as the input voltage (Vin) increases, so does the drain current (ID) and the voltage
drop over RS.
VDD
V in
RD
RS
Vout
I D
Figure 17: Common-source amplifier with resistive source degeneration.
This leads to a smoother variation of ID, since part of Vin now appears across RS rather than
as the gate-source overdrive. The total gain of the amplifier (Gm) becomes a weaker function
of the transconductance of the transistor (gm) [56, p. 60-62]
Gm =
gm
1 + gmRS
(18)
If RS  1/gm
Gm ≈ 1
RS
⇒ ∆ID ≈ ∆Vin
RS
(19)
The resulting linearisation comes with the cost of lower gain and higher noise [56, p. 61].
Source degeneration at the RF stage can thus increase linearity of the mixer, but will lower
the conversion gain and increase the noise figure.
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If reactive components are considered for source degeneration, it can be shown, using Volterra
series expansion, that the magnitude of the third-order intermodulation point (|IM3|) for the
transconductance stage of a single-balanced mixer depends on [57]
|1 + jωCgs[Zs(ω1, Ls) + Zg(ω1, Ls)]| (20)
where Zg is the impedance at the gate of the transistor, Zs is the impedance at the source of
the transistor and Cgs is the gate-source capacitance.
VDD
V in
RD
L S
Vout
I D
Figure 18: Common-source amplifier with inductive source degeneration.
With inductive degeneration at the source (see figure 18), jωCgsZs(ω1, Ls) is a negative real
number that can partially cancel out the first term, thus lowering the magnitude. This sort
of cancellation cannot be achieved using resistive nor capacitive source degeneration [57].
Overall, inductive degeneration shows better linearity performance than resistive and capaci-
tive, but the bandwidth of the circuit might be narrowed [58].
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2.7.2 Gm-boosting
From (15) it is clear that the conversion gain of the mixer will depend on the order of ampli-
fication at the RF input stage. By amplifying the RF voltage before the RF transistor stage
(see figure 19 and figure 20), the overall conversion gain can be increased [59]
IRF = ID − (1 + A)gm · vRF (t) (21)
VRF
I RF
+
- A
Figure 19: General Gm-boosting at the RF stage.
RFM2
L1I Bias
M3
L2
VBias
Figure 20: Detailed Gm-boosting at the RF stage, as outlined in [59].
It is also possible to utilise the same technique at the mixing stage, in order to relax the LO
power level requirement of the mixer. A 60 GHz down-converting mixer with a conversion
gain of 12 dB at -13 dBm LO power has been presented [60].
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2.7.3 Current Bleeding
Linearity is often limited by the transconductance stage (the RF input transistor). For a com-
mon source MOSFET with an α taking channel velocity saturation and mobility degradation
in to account, IIV3 (the voltage equivalent of IIP3) can be expressed as [52, p. 82]
IIV3 =
√
8
3
1
α
Vod
(
1 +
1
2
αVod
)
(1 + αVod)2 (22)
Since IIV3 increases with the overdrive voltage Vod and the subsequent mixing stage does not
add much distortion, a common technique for increasing linearity of a Gilbert mixer without
sacrificing conversion gain is to introduce current bleeding (also known in the literature as
current stealing and charge-injection) at the RF input transistor.
VDD
RF
LO
IF
M1 M4
M2
M3 M5
M6
I1
R2R1
VDD
I bleed
VDD
I bleed
I bleed+
Figure 21: Double-balanced Gilbert cell with current bleeding.
The goal is to increase the drain current of the RF input transistor and then divert the
unnecessary DC current away from the signal path (see figure 21) [52, p. 82]. Various ways to
implement current bleeding have been proposed [16, 61, 62].
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2.8 SpectreRF Simulations in Cadence Virtuoso
2.8.1 Periodic Steady-State Analysis (PSS)
PSS analysis computes the periodic steady-state response of a circuit at a specified fundamen-
tal frequency by first performing a transient phase to initialise the circuit. When the circuit
is initialised a technique called the shooting method is used to compute the periodic steady-
state solution for the circuit. The shooting method usually requires about five iterations on
most circuits. Thanks to Cadence’s Fourier integral method, the accuracy approaches that
of harmonic balance simulators for near-linear circuits, and offers even greater accuracy for
strongly nonlinear circuits [63, p. 32].
2.8.2 Periodic AC Analysis (PAC)
PAC analysis is a small-signal analysis used to compute transfer functions for circuits that
exhibit frequency translation, such as mixers. It must be performed after a large signal PSS
analysis. Depending on whether the mixer is down-converting or up-converting, the transfer
function or sideband is labeled -1 and +1 respectively [63, p. 44]
2.8.3 Quasi-Periodic Steady-State Analysis (QPSS)
The quasi-periodic steady-state (QPSS) analysis allows for the computation of the response to
several moderately large input signals in addition to a strongly nonlinear tone which represents
the LO signal. It is assumed that the circuit responds in a strongly nonlinear fashion to the
large tone and in a weakly non-linear fashion to the moderate tones. QPSS can be used to
model intermodulation distortion [63, p. 71].
2.8.4 Quasi-Periodic AC Analysis (QPAC)
The quasi-periodic AC (QPAC) analysis computes transfer functions for circuits that exhibit
multi-tone frequency translation, such as mixers. QPAC is similar to the conventional AC
analysis, but instead of linearise about a simple DC operating point, the circuit is linearised
about a quasi-periodically time-varying operating point. This produces transfer-functions that
include frequency translation [63, p. 87].
2.8.5 Periodic Transfer Function Analysis (PXF)
PXF analysis computes the transfer functions from any source at any frequency to a single
output at a single frequency. It is used to compute quantities such as conversion efficiency,
image and sideband rejection, and LO feed through. Just like the PAC analysis, a PXF
analysis must follow a PSS analysis [63, p. 56-57].
2.8.6 Periodic Noise Analysis (Pnoise)
Periodic Noise analysis (Pnoise) is capable of modelling frequency conversion effects of the
circuit noise. It is therefore suitable for computing the noise behaviour of mixers. It must be
performed after a large signal PSS analysis. By default the noise figure will be single sideband
(SSB) [63, p. 61].
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2.9 MOS Transistor Noise
2.9.1 Shot Noise
The passage of carriers across a junction can be modelled as a random event, thus the total
current is composed of a large number of random independent current pulses. This noise
is called shot noise [64, p. 736]. The gate leakage current IG causes shot noise in the MOS
transistor [64, p. 747].
2.9.2 Thermal Noise
The channel of the MOS transistor is resistive and thus exhibits thermal noise, due to random
thermal motion of the carriers [64]. For simplified modelling the thermal noise is approximated
as white noise, which means the noise power spectrum is constant throughout the frequency
spectrum and only depends on the absolute temperature.
2.9.3 Flicker Noise
Another noise component is flicker noise, which exhibits a frequency dependence 1/f . Flicker
noise originates mainly from traps associated with contamination and crystal defects. Because
of this dependence, flicker noise dominates at lower frequencies [64, p. 741], but due to up-
conversion it also has a serious impact on RF circuits [65].
2.9.4 Noise Spectral Density
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Figure 22: Typical equivalent noise voltage spectral density for a MOSFET [64, p. 763].
In a noise spectrum, as seen in figure 22, the flicker noise dominates up to the corner frequency,
after which the frequency independent thermal noise will be much larger than the flicker noise.
Experimentally it has been found that the flicker noise in the MOS transistor can be repre-
sented by a drain-source current generator that can also incorporate the thermal noise [64,
p. 747]
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i2d = 4kTγgm∆f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Thermal noise
+ K
IaD
f
∆f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Flicker noise
(23)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, γ is the excess
noise coefficient (2
3
for long-channel devices and even as high as 2 for short-channel) [54, p. 43],
gm is the device transconductance at the operating point, ID is the drain bias current, K is a
device dependent constant and a is a constant between 0.5 and 2.
The shot noise due to gate leakage is given by [64, p. 747]
i2g = 2qIG∆f (24)
where q is the elementary charge and IG is the gate leakage current.
The previously mentioned noise sources are independent of each other, but due to the capac-
itance between the gate and channel there is a gate noise current source coupled with the
thermal noise term in (23) [64, p. 747]
i2g =
16
15
kTω2C2gs∆f (25)
where Cgs = (2/3)CoxWL. This correlated noise has been proven to be challenging to imple-
ment in compact modelling languages such as Verilog-A [66].
2.9.5 Modelling Correlated Noise
The PSP model, a compact MOSFET model, jointly developed by NXP Semiconductors (for-
merly part of Philips) and Arizona State University (formerly at The Pennsylvania State
University) contains a correlated noise model . The model is widely accepted and in Decem-
ber 2005, the Compact Model Council (CMC) elected PSP as the new industry standard for
compact MOSFET modelling. A Verilog-A implementation of the PSP model can be found
in its entirety at the PSP model web site http://pspmodel.asu.edu and the NXP Semicon-
ductors web site http://www.nxp.com/models [67].
Modelling frequency-dependent noise spectral density directly in Verilog-A has proven to be
limited and in order to model the correlation between the noise sources additional internal
nodes have to be added [67, p. 99]. It has been shown that correlated noise can be modelled
successfully using Verilog-A [66]. The noise aspects of the PSP model should provide a sufficient
starting point for extending the virtual-source model of the III-V NWFET to incorporate a
more comprehensive noise model that can also take the correlation between the gate-current
and the drain-source noise into account.
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3 Method
3.1 Automated RF Mixer Test Bench in Cadence Virtuoso
Using the Open Command Environment for Analysis (OCEAN) in Cadence Virtuoso a fully
automated test flow was created to evaluate the performance of mixer circuits during the
design phase. The test flow consists of several modules (see figure 23) that can be run in-
dependent of each other and the final data is analysed in MatLab in order to produce plots
and summaries. The schematic for the test bench can be found in the appendix (Test Bench
Implementation) along with the SKILL and MatLab code (Code).
DC Power
vs. LO Power
Voltage Conversion Gain vs.  
LO Power
MatLab
Plots
Spreadsheets
Voltage Conversion Gain vs. 
RF Frequency
Port Isolation
RF-LO/IF, LO-IF/RF
1 dB Compression and IIP3
Noise Figure vs. LO Power
Figure 23: Overview of test modules and workflow.
The test bench (figure 6) consists of three signal sources: Local Oscillator (LO), Radio Fre-
quency (RF) and Intermediate Frequency (IF). The RF signal can either be applied to the
mixer as a balanced or unbalanced signal, depending on whether the ideal balun is used or
not. The LO signal is converted to a balanced signal. The most common configuration during
testing is to keep the RF and IF sources operating in DC mode and use a sine wave as the
LO signal. The signal source configuration is done automatically by the automated test flow.
The tests were implemented based on a manual published by Cadence Systems [40], the com-
pany behind Cadence Virtuoso. The manual is commonly cited and reused for lab manuals
in university radio electronics courses. Some adaptations had to be made since the manual
focuses on low-bandwidth mixers in the megahertz regime.
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3.1.1 DC Power Consumption versus LO Signal Power
Runs a Periodic Steady State (PSS) analysis for the centre frequency of the desired frequency
range and does a linear sweep of the LO signal power (pLO) [40, p. 9]. Using a virtual ammeter
(an iprobe from the analogue library) connected between the the supply pin (VDD) and the
voltage source, the average DC current is calculated. The supply voltage is determined by a
design variable (vdd). By multiplying the time average DC current with the supply voltage,
the average DC power consumption during operation is determined. The result is plotted in
MatLab as a function of LO signal power level (pLO).
3.1.2 Voltage Conversion Gain versus LO Signal Power
Runs a Periodic Steady Steady (PSS) analysis for the centre frequency and does a linear
sweep of the LO signal power (pLO) followed by a Periodic AC (PAC) analysis for the same
frequency. The voltage conversion gain is the logarithmic peak voltage of the mixer output
signal (IF). The result is plotted in MatLab as a function of LO signal power level (pLO) [40,
p. 9].
3.1.3 Voltage Conversion Gain versus RF Frequency
Identical to Voltage Conversion Gain versus LO Signal Power, but sweeps the entire desired
radio frequency spectrum in order to get a the voltage conversion gain at different radio
frequencies (RF). The result is plotted in MatLab as a function of radio frequency (RF).
3.1.4 Port Isolation
Runs a Periodic Steady State (PSS) analysis for the centre frequency followed by a Periodic
AC (PAC) analysis and a Periodic Transfer Function (PXF) analysis in order to get the trans-
fer functions between the different ports (LO, RF and IF) [40, p. 28].
The logarithmic peak voltage transfer between the ports is saved for RF to LO, RF to IF,
LO to IF and LO to RF. The average values for the port transfer functions are calculated in
MatLab.
3.1.5 1 dB Compression and Third-Order Intercept
Runs a Quasi-Periodic Steady State (QPSS) analysis for the fundamental tones (consisting of
fLO and fRF ) and sweeps the RF signal power (pRF ) from -70 dBm to +5 by default. The
QPSS is followed by a Quasi-Periodic AC (QPAC) analysis [40, p. 25].
The resulting 1 dB compression curve and third-order intercept curve are exported and anal-
ysed in MatLab where the 1 dB compression point and output/input referred third-order
intercept (OIP3 and IIP3). Since the calculations depend on a linear regression compared
against the measured results it is important to do an extensive sweep of the radio frequency
power (pRF ) during the QPSS analysis (preferably more than 20 steps).
3.1.6 Noise Figure versus LO Signal Power
Runs a Periodic Steady Steady (PSS) analysis for different LO power and uses the results to
run a Periodic Noise (Pnoise) analysis for an intermediate frequency of 100 MHz.
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3.2 Implementation of Noise Model for the NWFET
The underlying model of the III-V NWFET is implemented using the hardware description
language Verilog and the component used in the Cadence Virtuoso is a symbol representation
of a cell-view with a comprehensive small-signal model [5] (figure 2). This will add noise in
the form of thermal noise from the resistors in the small-signal model, see figure 24.
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Cgs,e
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Cgs,i
Cgs,wi
+ vgs,i
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1/g d
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Cgd,i + Cgd,wi
Cgd,e + Cgd,we
Virtual 
Source
Figure 24: Source of noise in the original small signal model of the NWFET.
In order to evaluate different mixer configurations, an improved noise model for the transistor
has to be considered. Since the original III-V NWFET model does not contain any noise
sources for the channel, the compact model in Verilog has to be updated to produce white-
and flicker noise.
The standard way of implementing noise in Verilog is using the built-in functions:
white_noise function
Generate white noise, noise whose current value is completely uncorrelated with any previous
or future values [68, p. 117].
white_noise( power [ , "name"])
where power is the power of the source and name is a label for the noise source.
flicker_noise function
Generate pink noise that varies in proportion to
1
f exp
[68, p. 117].
flicker_noise( power, exp [ , "name"])
where power is the power of the source at 1 Hz and name is a label for the noise source.
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By assuming no gate leakage, the noise source can be simplified to a drain-source noise source
corresponding to (23)
i2d = 4kTγ
(
IDS
VDS
)
∆f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Thermal noise
+nWf(VGS, VDSsat)∆f︸ ︷︷ ︸
Flicker noise
(26)
where γ is assumed to be 2 (short-channel devices), n is the number of wires in the array, W
is the circumference of a single wire (in µm) and f(VGS, VDSsat) is fitted from experimental
noise measurements by Persson et. al, see figure 25.
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Figure 25: Measured noise data for the NWFET, courtesy of Karl-Magnus Persson.
The measured data is from four different single wire devices (s-FET), but it is assumed that
the noise will scale linearly with the number of wires in an array based NWFET. It is also
assumed that the noise outside of the measured gate overdrive voltage range of -1.0 V to 1.0
V follows the same behaviour and can thus be extrapolated.
A linear regression was done on the above data in order to find a suitable expression for
f(VGS, VDSsat), see figure 26.
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Figure 26: Linear regression of measured noise data for the NWFET.
From this regression, the flicker noise voltage dependence can be expressed as
f(VGS, VDSsat) = 10
1.37·(VGS−Vt)−15.26 · VDSsat (27)
Using the two built-in noise functions previously described, the source was implemented as:
I(d,s)<+white_noise(4*gamma*‘P_K*$temperature*(Id(V(g,s),V(d,s))/V(d,s)));
I(d,s)<+flicker_noise(nNW*(diam*pi*1e-3)*pow(10,(1.37*(V(g,s)-Vt)-15.26))*VdsSat(V(g,s), V
(d,s)), 1);
where VdsSat is a new function introduced to calculate the saturated drain-source voltage.
The new improved noise model is described in figure 27.
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Figure 27: Source of noise in the new model.
3.2.1 Noise Contributions
In order to better understand the contribution from the different resistive elements and the
implemented noise model of the channel (see figure 28), extensive noise summaries for the
entire mixer for different values of γ were done. The results are presented in table 7. In the
RF FETs and LO FETs columns, the noise is divided into channel thermal noise and noise
from the small signal elements (the sum of noise from RG, RS,e, RS,c, Rs,w, RD,w, RD,e and
RD,c).
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Figure 28: Distinction between contributions from the new noise source and the previous
resistive elements.
3.2.2 Scaling Mixer to Reduce Noise
As mentioned in 2.6.3, the noise can be lowered by scaling the transistor sizes (number of
wires), load resistors and bias current by a factor α.
With α = 1 corresponding to mixer A (48 wires per transistor, 960 µA bias current and 1.6 kΩ
load), the design was scaled for α 1→ 20 and NFDSB, voltage conversion gain together with
the DC power consumptions was simulated. γ was assumed to be 2.
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3.3 Revised Transistor Layout for Larger Number of Wires
To investigate the effects behind the reduced mixer gain with an increased transistor scaling
(figure 34) as series of DC sweeps where performed on three differently sized NWFETs (results
shown in figure 35):
nNW,y nNW,x nNW,x · nNW,y Total Circumference [µm]
8 6 48 7 µm
8 36 288 41 µm
8 120 960 136 µm
Table 3: Differently sized NWFETs with constant nNW,y = 8.
In the case where nNW,y is fixed and the scaling is done by increasing nNW,x, the ideal case is
a symmetrical layout, hence values of nNW,x larger than nNW,y are discouraged:
D
G
S
G
Pad L
Pad W
Y
X
Figure 29: Symmetrical transistor layout with nNW,x close to nNW,y.
The resistive elements in the NWFET small-signal model (figure 2) are dependent on the total
number of sheets making up the contact pads. These dependencies are summarised in table 4.
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Resistance Dependence on
PadL
PadW
RG 5 · 10−8 · 0.5 · PadL
0.06 · 10−6 · PadW
RS,e + RS,c R · 0.5 ·
(
1 +
PadL
PadW
)
RS,w none
RD,e + RD,c none
RD,w none
Table 4: Small-signal resistances and their layout dependence.
The scaling done in 3.2.2 kept nNW,y constant and increased nNW,x. This will lead to a asym-
metrical layout, causing the number of sheets ( PadL
PadW
) to increase compared to the symmetrical
case:
D
G
S
G
Pad L
Pad W
Y
X
Figure 30: Asymmetrical transistor layout with nNW,x > nNW,y.
To investigate the differences between symmetrical and asymmetrical scaling, the same scaling
as in 3.2.2 was performed again using both an unsymmetrical and symmetrical approach. The
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resulting small-signal resistances were plotted. The results can be found in figure 36 (asym-
metrical case) and figure 37 (symmetrical case).
The capacitances in the small-signal schematic are also dependent on the layout and the values
used in the original model for this project was for nNW,y = 8. To approximate the values for
a scaled layout, the constant capacitances where scaled with a factor nNW,y/8:
Capacitance Scaling ( nNW,y = 8 ) Suggested Scaling
Cgs,e Cgs,e,C + Cgs,e,N · nNW,y Cgs,e,C · nNW,y/8 + Cgs,e,N · nNW,y
Cgd,e Cgd,e,C + Cgd,e,N · nNW,y Cgd,e,C · nNW,y/8 + Cgd,e,N · nNW,y
Cgs,i Cgs,i,N · nNW,y unchanged
Cgd,i Cgd,i,N · nNW,y unchanged
Cds Cds,e,C + Cds,e,N · nNW,y Cds,e,C · nNW,y/8 + Cds,e,N · nNW,y
Table 5: Small-signal capacitances and layout dependencies.
Using the scaling rules outlined here, a new transistor schematic and symbol was created in
Cadence to incorporate these modifications. The same DC sweeps were performed on the new
symmetric NWFET for approximately the same number of total wires as the previous sweep
(49, 289, 961). The results are shown in figure 38. The transconductance as a function of
gate voltage was simulated for a symmetrical and asymmetrical NWFET with nNW = 288
and VDS = 0.3 V (figure 39).
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3.4 Design and Implementation of III-V NWFET-based Gilbert Cell
The goal is to first evaluate the two different performance enhancements against a mixer
without enhancements for an RF range of 57 - 64 GHz and using the 50 nm NWFET node.
The results from the enhanced designs will then be used to optimise a design combining both
source degeneration and current bleeding, see figure 31.
Working Gilbert 
cell
Source 
degeneration
Current 
Bleeding
Source 
degeneration 
and current 
bleeding
0
1
2
3
Figure 31: Proposed design flow.
The final design will then be evaluated once again, but this time for an RF range of 150 - 170
GHz. This will result in 5 unique mixers:
Mixer RF Range [GHz] NWFET Node [nm] Enhancements
A 57 - 64 50 0
B 57 - 64 50 1
C 57 - 64 50 2
D 57 - 64 50 3
E 150 - 170 50 3
Table 6: Summary of the different mixers to design and benchmark.
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3.4.1 Working Gilbert Cell (Mixer A)
Starting with an initial design corresponding to figure 46 with the following parameters (FIF =
100 MHz):
VDD 1.5 V
RL 2.8 kΩ
nNW 8 · 6 = 48
Itail 600 µA
Cf
1
2pi · FIF ·RL
The schematic is outlined in figure 46 in the appendix.
1. Using Voltage Conversion Gain versus LO Signal Power in the test bench, the voltage
conversion gain was found to be 2.4 dB for PLO of 8 dBm.
2. VDD was kept at 1.5 V and RL was swept 1 kΩ → 5 kΩ and the bias current Itail was
swept 600 µA→ 1.2 mA in an attempt to optimise the conversion gain.
3. RL was swept 1.6 kΩ→ 2.0 kΩ and the bias current Itail was swept 900 µA→ 1.0 mA.
RL = 1.6 kΩ and Itail = 960 µA yielded an improved conversion gain for the same PLO.
The following new design parameters were chosen:
VDD 1.5 V
RL 1.6 kΩ
nNW 8 · 6 = 48
Itail 960 µA
Cf
1
2pi · FIF ·RL
This was the basis of the analysis in 3.2.2 . From the results of the noise analysis, the following
final parameters were chosen (α = 6). The previous value of the filter capacitance (Cf ) was
increased by a factor 3 to further increase conversion gain:
VDD 1.5 V
RL 270 kΩ
nNW 8 · 36 = 288
Itail 5.8 mA
Cf
1
2pi · 3 · FIF ·RL
Finally, the full set of benchmarks in the automated test bench were performed.
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3.4.2 Source Degeneration (Mixer B)
Starting with the final design of mixer A, with symmetrically scaled transistors and the fol-
lowing values:
VDD 1.5 V
RL 270 Ω
nNW 17 · 17 = 289
Itail 5.8 mA
Cf
1
2pi · 3 · FIF ·RL
Ldeg 0.5 nH
Where the values for the degenerative inductors (Ldeg) was chosen based on the criteria
RS  1/gm
which should correspond to the impedance
|Z| = 2pifRFLdeg  1/gm
The schematic is outlined in figure 47 in the appendix.
1. The value of the degenerative inductor was swept 0.5 nH → 2.0 nH to investigate the
impact on IIP3 and voltage conversion gain
The results are shown in figure 40.
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3.4.3 Current Bleeding (Mixer C)
Starting with the final design of mixer A, with symmetrically scaled transistors and the fol-
lowing values:
VDD 1.5 V
RL 270 Ω
nNW 17 · 17 = 289
Itail 5.8 mA
Cf
1
2pi · 3 · FIF ·RL
Ibleed Itail · Cbleed
The schematic is outlined in figure 48 in the appendix.
The constant Cbleed determines how much of the biasing current that will be diverted. Values
as high as 50 % of the total current has been suggested in previous work [69].
1. Cbleed was swept 0→ 0.25 and voltage conversion gain, NF, IIP3 and 1 dB compression
point were simulated.
3.4.4 Source Degeneration and Current Bleeding (Mixer D & E)
These designs were omitted, due to the lack of conclusive results from the current bleeding
design. See 5.4.4 for further discussion.
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3.5 LNA Design Requirements
From (6), the overall noise ratio for a radio system is limited by the merits of its LNA and
mixer stages. If the LNA and mixer can accomplish an overall conversion gain of 20-30 dB,
then ApLNA · ApMixer ≈ 32 and if the noise ratio for the rest of the system (NRRest) is suf-
ficiently small in comparison, a rough estimation of the overall noise ratio (NRReceiver) becomes
NRReceiver ≈ NRLNA + NRMixer − 1
ApLNA
(28)
For a given mixer design it is thus possible to compute the requirements for a suitable LNA
to keep the overall noise figure of the receiver (NFReceiver) in an acceptable range (8-13 dB)
and achieve an overall gain in the range 25-30 dB.
An implementation of this was done in MatLab (LNA_Design.m, 6). For a mixer with an NF
of 14.6 dB and a voltage conversion gain of 3.47 dB:
LNA_design(14.6, 3.47);
The output for mixer A is shown in figure 41 and for the case of sub-milliwatt power con-
sumption, the result is shown in figure 42.
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4 Results
4.1 Noise Model Implementation
4.1.1 Noise Contributions
γ NFDSB [dB] Load RF FETs LO FETs
0 16.7 80 % 0 % + 11 % 0 % + 3 %
1 20.9 33 % 38 % + 5 % 20 % + 3 %
2 22.7 21 % 48 % + 3 % 25 % + 2 %
3 24.1 15 % 53 % + 2 % 28 % + 1 %
4 25.1 12 % 56 % + 2 % 29 % + 1 %
5 26.0 10 % 57 % + 1 % 30 % + 1 %
Table 7: PLO = 7 dBm and IF = 100 MHz.
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Figure 32: Noise output voltage spectrum.
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4.1.2 Scaling Mixer to Reduce Noise
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Figure 33: Device scaling effects on noise and DC power.
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Figure 34: Device scaling effects on voltage conversion gain.
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4.2 Revised Transistor Layout for Larger Number of Wires
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Figure 35: IDS normalised to total wire circumference plotted against VDS.
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Figure 36: Small-signal resistor values for an asymmetrical scaling case.
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Figure 37: Small-signal resistor values for a symmetrical scaling case.
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Figure 38: IDS normalised to total wire circumference plotted against VDS (improved transistor
layout).
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Figure 39: gm plotted against VGS for VDS = 0.3 V for both symmetrical and asymmetrical
transistor.
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4.3 Mixer Design
4.3.1 Working Gilbert Cell (Mixer A)
RF Range [GHz] 57-64
Conversion Gain [dB] 3.47
NF @ 100 MHz IF [dB] 14.6
P1dB [dBm] 0.4
IIP3 [dBm] 8.5
DC Power [mW] 8.7
LO-RF Isolation [dB] -52
LO-IF Isolation [dB] -68
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4.3.2 Source Degeneration (Mixer B)
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Figure 40: Ldeg plotted against IIP3 and voltage conversion gain.
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4.3.3 Current Bleeding (Mixer C)
The results for the current bleeding were inconclusive. See the discussion in 5.4.3.
4.3.4 Source Degeneration and Current Bleeding (Mixer D & E)
As mentioned in the method outline, these designs were omitted, due to the lack of conclusive
results from the current bleeding design. See 5.4.4 for further discussion.
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4.4 LNA Design Requirements
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Figure 41: LNA design requirements for mixer A.
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Figure 42: LNA design requirements for mixer A with sub-milliwatt power consumption.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Automated RF Mixer Test Bench in Cadence Virtuoso
The test bench and the related OCEAN scripts form an versatile toolbox for future RF design
work. For example, it is possible to re-use analysis concerning linearity, conversion gain and
noise figure in future design efforts for a LNA.
It is also possible to simulate an entire radio front-end (LNA in combination with a mixer and
a local oscillator) to evaluate the overall figures of merits.
Since the benchmarking has been standardised and highly repeatable, the simulations become
an even more valuable tools when considering all the abstraction layers making up the final
mixer circuits (figure 43).
Virtual Source transistor (Verilog)
NWFETNoise implementation (Verilog)
Small-signal model with parasitics
Mixer circuit design (Cadence)
Figure 43: Abstraction layers in the overall design.
As the understanding of the physics and electrical properties of the NWFET increases, these
independent models can be update accordingly and the entire high-level circuit evaluation can
be repeated with ease.
5.1.1 Future Improvements
All the test cases, except 1 dB Compression and Third-Order Intercept, rely on the RF signal
source being configured as a DC source. In order to test linearity, a two-tone test is done,
which requires the RF signal source to be switched to generate sine wave. This re-configuration
is done in the procedure uSetupRF, but it has been noted that the changes might not always
get picked up by Cadence Virtuoso.
Similarly, it is important to clear out the simulations folder and re-run the net-listing as big
changes are made to the test bench, or when a new mixer is connected. Cadence Virtuoso
might otherwise re-use simulations results, which can lead to strange results in the simulated
figures of merits.
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5.2 Implementation of Noise Model for the NWFET
Previous work by Karl-Magnus Persson at the department of electrical engineering, Lund Uni-
versity, Sweden on single-balanced mixers using the same NWFET compact model report a
conversion gain of 6 db and a NFSSB of 14 to 16 dB depending on the biasing conditions.
Before introducing a drain-source noise source, the computation of an overall NF for the mixer
would only take into account thermal noise from resistive elements such as the load (RL) and
resistors in the small signal model. Simulations show that previously excluded thermal noise
from the transistors contribute more to the overall noise than the aforementioned resistive
components. The double balanced mixer is also expected to exhibit at least 3 dB higher noise
figure than its single-balanced counterpart [54, p. 379]. Therefore, a simulated NFSSB in the
range of 20-25 dB might be realistic.
The degradation of NF due to the flicker noise of the mixing stage is a known limitation of
MOSFET based current-commutating mixers at low baseband frequencies [70, 71]. With a
frequency corner around 1 MHz, the flicker noise contribution is relatively small for IF fre-
quencies above 100 MHz.
The noise voltage spectrum (figure 32) shows that the different components of the noise model
are working as expected.
5.2.1 Verification by Calculations
Assuming a sine wave LO and RL = 2.8 kΩ
Av =
1
2
gmrfRL = 2⇒ gmrf =
4
RL
= 1.4 mS (29)
The noise figure due to thermal noise can be calculated from the input-referred noise voltage
[54, p. 390]
V 2n,in = pi
2kT
(
γ
gmrf
+
2
g2mrfRL
)
= 7.33 · 10−17 V 2/Hz (30)
with γ = 2 and T = 300 K. The NFSSB with respect to a RS of 50 Ω is then
NFSSB = 1 +
V 2n,in
4kTRs
= 88.5 = 19.5 dB (31)
Thus, a NFSSB of at least 19.5 dB + 3 dB = 22.5 dB for a double-balanced mixer using
equivalent biasing conditions and device sizes is to be expected. This value differs from the
simulated NFSSB of 25.7 dB, which can be explained by simple estimations of mixer noise
typically underestimating the noise figure by 2− 4 dB [55, p. 22].
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5.2.2 Accuracy
The flicker noise component of the noise has been implemented using experimental data from
low-frequency noise measurements on single-wire NWFETs. For the overall noise of an array,
it is assumed each wire in the array is fully functional and exhibit the exact same noise prop-
erties as a stand-alone wire. The total noise is thus the sum of all the noise contributions of
the NWFETs in the array.
The thermal noise of the transistors is simulated for a γ of 2, which is the common approach
for silicon MOSFET short-channel devices. Whether γ should be adjusted or not can be
determined by future experiments carried out to better understand the thermal noise of the
NWFETs.
It is also possible that the traditional MOSFET noise equation (23) alone is not enough to
express the total noise. For example, shot noise due to gate leakage is omitted.
In Verilog it is not possible to get the derivative using built-in functions, although such func-
tionality has been proposed [72]. To get the true value of gm or gd for noise calculations or
other purposes the derivative would have to be expressed in existing terms corresponding to
an analytical expression of the derivative. Because of these limitations, the IDS
VDS
term used in
the presented noise model is an approximate expression of δIDS
δVDS
.
The error in this approximation will grow larger as the transistor enters deep into saturation.
For devices biased around the onset of saturation, which is the case for the mixer circuits used
in this project, the error is thought to be small enough for practical purposes.
5.3 Revised Transistor Layout for Larger Number of Wires
The investigation of transistor scaling was done in order to understand the behaviour behind
figure 34, where the voltage conversion gain is expected to increase as the mixer is scaled.
From figure 35, it becomes apparent that the biasing conditions requirements change as the
transistors are made larger. In order to keep the transistors in saturation, as is the require-
ment for the gilbert mixer, the biasing would have to be re-done. This could explain the loss
of voltage conversion gain seen in figure 34.
Another interesting observation is that depending on whether the transistor is made larger
through asymmetric or symmetric scaling, the small-signal resistances will increase in the
asymmetric case (figure 36) and remain constant in the symmetric case (figure 37).
Comparing figure 35 to figure 38, the symmetric scaling makes the difference between required
biasing conditions smaller, but still large enough to require new biasing as the transistors
are scaled. Thus, the fall off in voltage conversion gain in figure 34 is not solely due to the
asymmetric transistor scaling.
Figure 39 shows how, for a relatively large transistor (nNW ≈ 288), the increased small-signal
resistances due to the asymmetric scaling have a rather big influence on the overall transistor
performance.
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5.3.1 Maximum Achievable Voltage Conversion Gain
It is also worth pointing out that the maximum achievable voltage conversion gain is not as
simple as expressed in (16), but actually [54, p. 376]
AV,max =
2
pi
gm1RL
[
1− 2Vov
5piVP,LO
]
gm2√
C2pω
2 + g2m2
(32)
where the capacitance Cp is
Cp = CDB1 + CGS2 + CGS3 + CSB2 + CSB3 (33)
making up the capacitance seen from the point P (figure 44).
VDD
RF
LO
IF
M1
M2M3
Cp
P
RLRL
Figure 44: Limiting capacitance exemplified with a single-balanced mixer.
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5.4 Design and Implementation of III-V NWFET-based Gilbert Cell
The design techniques evaluated in this thesis were chosen before the initial design of the
mixer. Ideally, an early first mixer design would have made it possible to better select design
techniques for improving the weak points in the III-V NWFET mixer design, such as noise
performance.
From the literature studies, it became apparent that most of the design improvements used
for silicon CMOS mixers are used to improve linearity. It seems that for these frequencies
close to half the cut-off frequency, linearity might be a big issue for the silicon CMOS based
RF components (as can be seen in the summary of 60 GHz receiver systems in table 9).
The linearity of the initial mixer design in this project turned out to be very good compared
to its silicon CMOS counterparts, possibly on account of the higher cut-off frequency.
5.4.1 Working Gilbert Cell (Mixer A)
The figures of merits for mixer A were compared to similar mixers found in the literature:
Mixer A [20] [22]
RF Range [GHz] 57-64 60 57-66
Conversion Gain [dB] 3.47 2 15.46
NFDSB [dB] 14.6 15 12.8
(100 MHz) (600 MHz) (100 MHz)
P1dB [dBm] 0.4 - -25
IIP3 [dBm] 8.5 -6 -12
DC Power [mW] 8.7 6 17
VDD [V] 1.5 1.2 1.35
LO-RF Isolation [dB] -52 - -64.7
LO-IF Isolation [dB] -68 - -51.5
Technology III-V NWFET 65 nm CMOS 90 nm CMOS
Table 8: Comparing the figures of merits of mixer A with previous work.
The double-balanced mixer simulated here shows higher linearity than its silicon CMOS coun-
terparts.
5.4.2 Source Degeneration (Mixer B)
As expected, figure 40 clearly shows a decrease in gain and an increase of IIP3 as the induc-
tance Ldeg is increased. For an inductance of 0.5 nH it can be noted that the mixer is already
exhibiting conversion loss rather than gain.
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From the table in 5.4.1 it can be seen that IIP3 in the non-degenerated case is already superior
to silicon CMOS counterparts.
5.4.3 Current Bleeding (Mixer C)
The simulations of a mixer with current bleeding were inconclusive and could not be compared
to the theory outlined in 2.7.3.
From the literature studies it appears that for a mixer where an increase in linearity is desir-
able, current bleeding makes it possible to maintain conversion gain while increasing IIP3 [69].
In “Current-reuse bleeding mixer” by Lee and Choi [69], the effects of current bleeding were
demonstrated by simulating and comparing a single-balanced mixer with and without current
bleeding. The results showed an increase in conversion gain and IIP3, as well as an improved
noise figure.
5.4.4 Source Degeneration and Current Bleeding (Mixer D & E)
In retrospect, the approach to combine source degeneration with current bleeding would only
be desirable if the IIP3 of the mixer was poor to begin with.
5.5 LNA Design Requirements
From the two cases 42 (sub-milliWatt mixer) and 41 (8.7 mW), there is a clear trade-off be-
tween low power operation and noise performance. Comparing the achievable receiver noise
figure ranges 4− 7.5 dB to 10− 14.5 dB to previously reported receivers in the literature:
[15] [73] [74] [75] [76]
Frequency Range [GHz] 57.5∼64 60∼58 57∼63 49∼53 52∼66
Conversion Gain [dB] 28 25∼30 55 26∼31 5∼14.5
Noise Figure [dB] 12.5 10∼12 4.9 7∼8 9.2
P1dB [dBm] -22.5 -27 - -25.5 -24.4
DC Power [mW] 9 44 8 80 174
Area [mm2] 0.12 0.765 0.34 0.15 0.9
Type Homodyne Heterodyne Homodyne Heterodyne Heterodyne
CMOS Technology 130 nm 130 nm 65 nm 90 nm 65 nm
Table 9: Previously reported 60 GHz silicon CMOS receiver front-ends.
The feasibility of targeting a total DC power consumption lower than achieved with 65 nm
silicon CMOS, while keeping all other figures of merits comparable or improved, can be further
investigated as other RF components such as the LNA and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
are realised. Although compared with [74], which achieves a total noise figure of 4.9 dB at a
total DC power lower than that for the entire mixer, there is clearly room for improvements.
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6 Conclusions
• The double-balanced mixer topology provides better port isolation and is less sensitive
to noise in the local oscillator signal than its single-balanced counterpart. However, these
benefits have to be weighted against higher noise figure, lower conversion gain and higher
power consumption.
• The need for balanced radio frequency inputs to the double-balanced mixer adds addi-
tional design complexity to the low noise amplifier. Baluns can be used to convert an
unbalanced signal from the LNA, but at the cost of insertion loss lowering the overall
gain of the mixer stage.
• There is a major trade-off between low power operation and good noise performance. The
noise performance of the sub-milliwatt III-V NWFET double-balanced mixer significantly
deteriorates the overall noise figure of a receiver, even with a superb LNA.
• Flicker noise seems to not be an issue for intermediate frequencies above 1 MHz. Currently
the flicker noise component of the added noise model uses fitted data from measurements
and is therefore considered more accurate than the white noise, which remains uncertain
as to which value of γ to use.
• Transistor sizing is not as trivial as in the case with W
L
used in silicon CMOS. There is a
dramatic loss of performance if the transistor sizing is done by asymmetric scaling, but
the symmetric scaling attempted in this project uses rough approximations of small-signal
resistances and capacitances that might be unrealistic.
• There is a need to bridge the gap between the design paradigm of traditional planar
silicon CMOS design rules and the rules governing circuit design with III-V NWFETs in
order to allow experienced circuit designers to make III-V NWFET based components
truly comparable to their equivalent state-of-the-art silicon CMOS.
• Ultimately, the performance of an RF component, such as the mixer, can only be truly
judged in comparison to the requirements of a communication system with respect to
a standard such as IEEE 802.15.3c. The noise performance together with the linearity
determines the sensitivity of a receiver, which has to be put in context with an overall
link budget.
• Projects involving both modifications to the underlying transistor model and design work
on the circuit level quickly tends to take longer time than expected, due to the inevitable
overhead of iterating back and forth between the two; results from simulations on the
circuit level become obsolete when the transistor model changes and the circuit design
should not be performed with an unoptimised transistor model.
On the other hand, an unoptimised model can help predict performance of circuits man-
ufactured in the near future, whereas optimising the model helps exploring the upper
bounds of what the technology is capable off.
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Code
Verilog-A
WFET_VS_Model/VS_Model/veriloga/veriloga.va
// VerilogA for WFET, nw_int, veriloga
‘include "constants.vams"
‘include "disciplines.vams"
module NW_VS_Matrix(g,d,s);
inout g,d,s;
electrical g,d,s;
parameter real pi = 3.141528;
parameter real diam = 45e-9;
parameter real nNW = 192;
parameter real W = nNW*(diam*pi);
parameter real Vt = -0.11;
parameter real DIBL = 0.02;
parameter real tox = 7e-9;
parameter real L = 200e-9;
parameter real epsilon = 8.85e-12;
parameter real eox = 15;
//parameter real Cox = 2*pi*eox*epsilon*L/ln(1+(tox/r))*0.55;
//parameter real Cgg = nNW*Cox;
//parameter real Cinv = Cox/(W*L);
parameter real Wmin = 4.66e-9*eox/14.6;
parameter real Cinv = epsilon*eox/(tox+Wmin);
//parameter real Cmin = 2*pi*epsilon*eox*L/((2*(Wmin+tox)+diam)/diam);
parameter real Vmin = 0.026;
parameter real Vinj = 1.65e5;
parameter real my = 0.135;
parameter real m_elec = 9.1094e-31;
parameter real q = 1.602e-19;
parameter real Vdsats = Vinj*L/my;
parameter real alpha = 3.5;
parameter real beta = 1.8;
parameter real n = 3;
parameter real Rds = 30e3;
parameter real m_star = 0.2;
parameter real gamma = 2;
analog function real Id;
input Vgs,Vds;
real Vgs,Vds,Vgd,sgn,Vg,Vd,Vdsat,Veff,VeffA,VeffB,Ff,Qix,Fs,Ids,Rdsv,IdVS;
begin
sgn = 1;
Vg = Vgs;
if (Vds < 0) begin
sgn = -1;
Vg = Vgs-Vds;
end
Vd = abs(Vds);
Veff = (Vg-Vt+DIBL*Vd);
VeffA = Veff+alpha*Vmin/2;
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Ff = 1/(1+exp(VeffA/(alpha*Vmin)));
VeffB = Veff+alpha*Vmin*Ff;
Qix = Cinv*n*Vmin*ln(1+exp(VeffB/(n*Vmin)));
Vdsat = Vdsats*(1-Ff)+Vmin*Ff;
Fs = (Vd/Vdsat)/pow((1+pow((Vd/Vdsat),beta)),1/beta);
Rdsv = Rds/nNW;
if (Veff < 0) begin
Rdsv = (Rds/nNW)*exp(-(Vg-Vt)/(12*Vmin));
end
Ids = Vd/Rdsv;
IdVS = W*Qix*Vinj*Fs;
Id = sgn*(IdVS+Ids);
end
endfunction
analog function real Cgs;
input Vgs,Vds;
real Vgs,Vds,sgn,Vg,Vd,Vdsat,Veff,VeffA,VeffB,Ff,Qix,Fs,m_e,k,k3,f1,f2,idVg,Cix,Cs,csk,
Cfrac,Csmin,Cggmax;
begin
Vg = Vgs;
if (Vds < 0) begin
Vg = Vgs-Vds;
end
Vd = abs(Vds);
Veff = (Vg-Vt+DIBL*Vd);
VeffA = Veff+alpha*Vmin/2;
Ff = 1/(1+exp(VeffA/(alpha*Vmin)));
VeffB = Veff+alpha*Vmin*Ff;
Qix = Cinv*n*Vmin*ln(1+exp(VeffB/(n*Vmin)));
Vdsat = Vdsats*(1-Ff)+Vmin*Ff;
Fs = (Vd/Vdsat)/pow((1+pow((Vd/Vdsat),beta)),1/beta);
m_e = m_star*m_elec;
if (L < 150e-9) begin
m_e = (0.05+0.15*(max(20e-9,L)-20e-9)/(150e-9-20e-9))*m_elec;
end
k = 2*q*(Vd+Vmin/2)/(m_e*pow(Vinj,2));
k3 = asinh(sqrt(k))/sqrt(k)-(sqrt(k+1)-1)/k;
f1 = VeffB/(n*Vmin);
f2 = VeffA/(alpha*Vmin);
idVg = 1/(n*Vmin)*(1-exp(f2)/pow(1+exp(f2),2))*exp(f1);
Cix = n*Vmin*idVg/(1+exp(f1));
Cs = Cix*k3*Cinv*L*W;
//Cgs = max(Cs,Cmin/2*(1-Fs*(1/3)));
csk = 0.53-0.262*Vd+0.123*pow(Vd,2);
Cfrac = 0.17;
Csmin = Cfrac*(1-Fs*(1/3));
Cggmax = Cinv*L*W*(0.87-Vd+0.53*pow(Vd,2));
Cgs = Cs*(1-Cfrac/csk)+Csmin*Cggmax;
end
endfunction
analog function real Cgd;
input Vgs,Vds;
real Vgs,Vds,Vg,Vd,Vdsat,Veff,VeffA,VeffB,Ff,Qix,Fs,m_e,k,k4,f1,f2,idVg,Cix,Cd,cdk,Cfrac,
Cdmin,Cggmax;
begin
Vg = Vgs;
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if (Vds < 0) begin
Vg = Vgs-Vds;
end
Vd = abs(Vds);
Veff = (Vg-Vt+DIBL*Vd);
VeffA = Veff+alpha*Vmin/2;
Ff = 1/(1+exp(VeffA/(alpha*Vmin)));
VeffB = Veff+alpha*Vmin*Ff;
Qix = Cinv*n*Vmin*ln(1+exp(VeffB/(n*Vmin)));
Vdsat = Vdsats*(1-Ff)+Vmin*Ff;
Fs = (Vd/Vdsat)/pow((1+pow((Vd/Vdsat),beta)),1/beta);
m_e = m_star*m_elec;
if (L < 150e-9) begin
m_e = (0.05+0.15*(max(20e-9,L)-20e-9)/(150e-9-20e-9))*m_elec;
end
k = 2*q*(Vd+Vmin/2)/(m_e*pow(Vinj,2));
k4 = (sqrt(k+1)-1)/k;
f1 = VeffB/(n*Vmin);
f2 = VeffA/(alpha*Vmin);
idVg = 1/(n*Vmin)*(1-exp(f2)/(pow(1+exp(f2),2)))*exp(f1);
Cix = n*Vmin*idVg/(1+exp(f1));
Cd = Cix*k4*Cinv*L*W;
//Cgd = max(Cd,Cmin/2*(1-Fs*(2/3)));
cdk = 0.47-0.281*Vd+0.150*pow(Vd,2);
Cfrac = 0.17;
Cdmin = Cfrac*(1-Fs*(2/3));
Cggmax = Cinv*L*W*(0.87-Vd+0.53*pow(Vd,2));
Cgd = Cd*(1-Cfrac/cdk)+Cdmin*Cggmax;
end
endfunction
analog function real VdsSat;
input Vgs,Vds;
real Vgs,Vds,Vgd,sgn,Vg,Vd,Vdsat,Veff,VeffA,VeffB,Ff,Qix,Fs,Ids,Rdsv,IdVS;
begin
sgn = 1;
Vg = Vgs;
if (Vds < 0) begin
sgn = -1;
Vg = Vgs-Vds;
end
Vd = abs(Vds);
Veff = (Vg-Vt+DIBL*Vd);
VeffA = Veff+alpha*Vmin/2;
Ff = 1/(1+exp(VeffA/(alpha*Vmin)));
VeffB = Veff+alpha*Vmin*Ff;
Qix = Cinv*n*Vmin*ln(1+exp(VeffB/(n*Vmin)));
Vdsat = Vdsats*(1-Ff)+Vmin*Ff;
Fs = (Vd/Vdsat)/pow((1+pow((Vd/Vdsat),beta)),1/beta);
VdsSat = Vdsat * Fs;
end
endfunction
analog begin
I(d,s)<+Id(V(g,s),V(d,s));
// Add noise to the drain current
// First add white noise (thermal), then flicker noise
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I(d,s)<+white_noise(gamma*4*‘P_K*$temperature*(Id(V(g,s),V(d,s))/V(d,s)), "
thermal_channel");
I(d,s)<+flicker_noise(nNW*(diam*pi*1e6)*pow(10,(1.37*(V(g,s)-Vt)-15.26))*VdsSat(V(g,s), V
(d,s)), 1, "flicker_channel");
// Debug
//$strobe("%M: nNW = %g, Id = %g mA, Vds = %g V, Vgs = %g V", nNW, I(d,s)*1000, V(d,s), V
(g,s));
//$strobe("%M: nNW = %g, Cgs = %g", nNW, Cgs(V(g,s),V(d,s)));
I(g,s)<+Cgs(V(g,s),V(d,s))*ddt(V(g,s));
I(g,d)<+Cgd(V(g,s),V(d,s))*ddt(V(g,d));
//I(g,s)<+Cinv*L*W*ddt(V(g,s));
//I(g,d)<+Cinv*L*W*ddt(V(g,d));
end
endmodule
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OCEAN
all.il
;#########################################################
;# #
;# MIXER TEST BENCH AUTOMATION #
;# Niklas Lindblad <tn08nl7@student.lth.se>, 2013 #
;# #
;#########################################################
simulator( ’spectre )
; Erases content of any previous Waveform windows
clearAll();
; Change this if necessary
home_dir = "/home/piraten/atn08nli/"
src = strcat(home_dir "/master-thesis/src/cadence/tests");
results_dir = strcat(home_dir "/master-thesis/results");
; Spectre folders
spectre_design_dir = strcat(home_dir "/simulation/MixerTestBench/spectre/schematic/netlist/
netlist");
spectre_results_dir = strcat(home_dir "/simulation/MixerTestBench/spectre/schematic");
; What frequencies to use?
load(strcat(src "/frequencies.il"));
center_frequency = (stop_frequency-start_frequency)/2 + start_frequency;
sprintf(center_frequency_s "%01.0f" center_frequency/1e9);
center_frequency_s = strcat(center_frequency_s "G");
sprintf(start_frequency_s "%01.1f" start_frequency/1e9);
start_frequency_s = strcat(start_frequency_s "G");
start_frequency_int = floor(start_frequency/1e9);
sprintf(stop_frequency_s "%01.1f" stop_frequency/1e9);
stop_frequency_s = strcat(stop_frequency_s "G");
stop_frequency_int = floor(stop_frequency/1e9);
; Load help functions and design variables
load(strcat(src "/functions.il"));
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"));
; Is there an active cell view containing a mixer?
if(uWindowIsActive() == nil
exit();
)
; What are we simulating?
mixer_name = uGetMixerName();
current_time = uGetCurrentTime();
results_dir = strcat(results_dir "/" mixer_name "/" current_time);
uCreateDirectory(results_dir);
; Write parameters to file
fp = outfile( strcat(results_dir "/parameters.csv") "w");
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fprintf(fp "Parameter\tValue\n");
foreach( v list("Lg" "Vinj" "NWx" "NWy" "dNW" "Vdd")
fprintf(fp "%s\t%s\n", v, desVar(v));
)
; Save frequency data
fprintf(fp "%s\t%s\n", "start_frequency", start_frequency_s)
fprintf(fp "%s\t%s\n", "stop_frequency", stop_frequency_s)
close(fp);
; Save skip list
fp = outfile( strcat(results_dir "/skip.csv") "w");
fprintf(fp "%s\n", buildString( skip " "))
close(fp);
; Make sure the signal sources are set up correctly
;##################################################
; IF
uSetProperty("IF" "srcType" "dc");
; LO
uSetProperty("LO" "srcType" "sine");
uGetProperties("LO");
uSetProperty("LO" "fundname" "fLO");
uSetProperty("LO" "freq" "fLO");/net51
uSetProperty("LO" "vaDBm" "pLO");
; The RF source will change properties depending on
; what type of analysis we are doing.
procedure( uSetupRF( a )
if(a == "dc"
; DC settings (for everything except
; linearity measurements)
(progn
uSetProperty("RF" "srcType" "dc");
uSetProperty("RF" "vdc" "VRF");
uSetProperty("RF" "pacDBm" "");
uSetProperty("RF" "pacm" "1");
uSetProperty("RF" "vaDBm" "");
uSetProperty("RF" "smallSig" "TRUE");
)
(progn
uSetProperty("RF" "srcType" "sine");
uCreateProperty("RF" "fundname" "string" "fRF");
uCreateProperty("RF" "freq" "string" "fRF");
uCreateProperty("RF" "vaDBm" "string" "pRF");
uSetProperty("RF" "vaDBm" "pRF");
uCreateProperty("RF" "pacDBm" "string" "pRF");
uSetProperty("RF" "pacDBm" "pRF");
uSetProperty("RF" "pacm" "");
uSetProperty("RF" "smallSig" "TRUE");
)
)
)
;##################################################
;# DC Power Consumption versus LO Signal Power #
;##################################################
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if( (not (member "power" skip))
(progn
uSetupRF("dc");
ocnWaveformTool( ’wavescan )
simulator( ’spectre )
design(spectre_design_dir)
resultsDir(spectre_results_dir)
analysis(’pss ?fund center_frequency_s ?harms "10" ?errpreset "moderate"
?param "pLO" ?start "-10" ?stop "20" ?lin "10"
?restart "" )
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"))
desVar( "fLO" center_frequency_s)
desVar( "fIF" "100M")
desVar( "fRF" "(fLO+fIF)*1")
desVar( "pLO" 7.5 )
temp( 27 )
save(’all)
run()
results()
selectResult( ’pss_td )
current = i("CURRENT:in" ?result "pss_td");
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/current_vs_plo.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific current);
)
)
;##################################################
;# Voltage Conversion Gain versus LO Signal Power #
;##################################################
if( (not (member "gain" skip))
(progn
uSetupRF("dc");
ocnWaveformTool( ’wavescan )
simulator( ’spectre )
design(spectre_design_dir);
resultsDir(spectre_results_dir);
analysis(’pac ?start center_frequency_s ?stop "" ?maxsideband "2" )
analysis(’pss ?fund center_frequency_s ?harms "10" ?errpreset "moderate"
?param "pLO" ?start "-10" ?stop "15" ?lin "30"
?restart "" )
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"))
desVar( "fLO" center_frequency_s)
desVar( "fIF" "100M")
desVar( "fRF" center_frequency_s)
desVar( "pLO" 7.5 )
temp( 27 )
save(’all)
run()
results()
selectResult( ’pac )
conversionGain = db(harmonic(v("/net51" ?result "pac") ’-1));
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/vcg_vs_plo.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific conversionGain);
if( doPlot
plot(conversionGain);
)
)
)
;##################################################
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;# Voltage Conversion Gain versus RF Frequency #
;##################################################
if( (not (member "bandwidth" skip))
(progn
uSetupRF("dc");
measurements_per_ghz = 2;
for( f start_frequency_int*measurements_per_ghz stop_frequency_int*measurements_per_ghz
; Convert to string
start_f = f * (1.0/measurements_per_ghz)
stop_f = start_f + 0.01
sprintf(start_f "%f" start_f)
sprintf(stop_f "%f" stop_f)
start_f = strcat(start_f "G")
stop_f = strcat(stop_f "G")
println(strcat(start_f " => " stop_f))
ocnWaveformTool( ’wavescan )
simulator( ’spectre )
design(spectre_design_dir)
resultsDir(spectre_results_dir)
analysis(’pac ?start start_f ?stop stop_f ?maxsideband "2" )
analysis(’pss ?fund start_f ?harms "10" ?errpreset "moderate" )
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"))
desVar( "pLO" 8.75 )
desVar( "fLO" start_f )
desVar( "fIF" "100M")
desVar( "fRF" "(fLO+fIF)*1")
temp( 27 )
save(’all)
run()
results()
selectResult( ’pac )
conversionGain = db(harmonic(v("/net51" ?result "pac") ’-1));
freq = 0
sprintf(freq "%d" f)
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/vcg_vs_rf_" freq ".dat") ?precision 16 ?
numberNotation ’scientific conversionGain);
)
)
)
;##################################################
;# NFdsb at 100 MHz versus LO power level #
;##################################################
if( (not (member "noise" skip))
(progn
uSetupRF("dc");
ocnWaveformTool( ’wavescan )
simulator( ’spectre )
design(spectre_design_dir)
resultsDir(spectre_results_dir)
analysis(’pnoise ?start "100M" ?stop "100M" ?maxsideband "10"
?oprobe "/IF" ?iprobe "/RF" ?refsideband "1" );
analysis(’pss ?fund center_frequency_s ?harms "10" ?errpreset "moderate"
?param "pLO" ?start "-5" ?stop "15" ?lin "30"
?restart "" )
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"))
desVar( "fLO" center_frequency_s)
desVar( "fIF" "100M")
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desVar( "fRF" "(fLO+fIF)*1")
desVar( "pLO" 7.5 )
temp( 27 )
save(’all)
run()
; NF DSB
NFdsb=getData("NFdsb" ?result ’pnoise)
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/nfdsb_vs_plo.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific NFdsb);
if( doPlot
plot(NFdsb);
)
)
)
;##################################################
;# Port Isolation (RF to LO/IF and LO to IF/RF) #
;##################################################
if( (not (member "isolation" skip))
(progn
uSetupRF("dc");
; Round up center frequency to make sure it is same as for other tests
rounded_center_frequency = floor(center_frequency/1e9) + 1;
sprintf(rounded_center_frequency_s "%d" rounded_center_frequency);
rounded_center_frequency_s = strcat(rounded_center_frequency_s "G");
sprintf(pac_frequency_s "%01.2f" rounded_center_frequency + 0.01);
pac_frequency_s = strcat(pac_frequency_s "G");
sprintf(pxf_frequency_s "%01.2f" rounded_center_frequency + 0.03);
pxf_frequency_s = strcat(pxf_frequency_s "G");
ocnWaveformTool( ’wavescan )
simulator( ’spectre )
design(spectre_design_dir)
resultsDir(spectre_results_dir)
analysis(’pac ?start rounded_center_frequency_s ?stop pac_frequency_s ?maxsideband "2" )
analysis(’pxf ?p "/IF+" ?n "/gnd!" ?start rounded_center_frequency_s ?stop pxf_frequency_s
?maxsideband "2" )
analysis(’pss ?fund rounded_center_frequency_s ?harms "10" ?errpreset "moderate" )
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"))
uSetProperty("RF" "srcType" "sine");
createNetlist();
desVar( "pLO" 5 )
desVar( "fLO" rounded_center_frequency_s )
desVar( "fRF" rounded_center_frequency_s )
temp( 27 )
run()
selectResult( ’pac )
RF_to_LO = db(harmonic(v("/vLO+" ?result "pac") ’-1));
RF_to_IF = db(harmonic(v("/IF+" ?result "pac") ’(0)));
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/rf_to_lo.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific RF_to_LO);
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/rf_to_if.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific RF_to_IF);
selectResult( ’pxf )
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LO_to_IF = db(harmonic(getData("/LO" ?result "pxf") ’(0)));
LO_to_RF = db(harmonic(getData("/RF" ?result "pxf") ’(0)));
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/lo_to_if.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific LO_to_IF);
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/lo_to_rf.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific LO_to_RF);
)
)
;##################################################
;# Linearity (1 dB compression and IIP3) #
;##################################################
if( (not (member "linearity" skip))
(progn
uSetupRF("sine");
; Round up center frequency to make sure it is same as for other tests
rounded_center_frequency = floor(center_frequency/1e9) + 1;
sprintf(rounded_center_frequency_s "%d" rounded_center_frequency);
rounded_center_frequency_s = strcat(rounded_center_frequency_s "G");
sprintf(qpac_frequency_s "%01.4f" rounded_center_frequency + 0.11);
qpac_frequency_s = strcat(qpac_frequency_s "G");
sprintf(rf_frequency_s "%01.5f" rounded_center_frequency + 0.1);
rf_frequency_s = strcat(rf_frequency_s "G");
ocnWaveformTool( ’wavescan )
simulator( ’spectre )
design(spectre_design_dir)
resultsDir(spectre_results_dir)
analysis(’qpac ?start qpac_frequency_s ?stop "" ?clockmaxharm "2" )
analysis(’qpss ?funds list("fLO" "fRF") ?maxharms list("5" "4") ?errpreset "moderate"
?param "pRF" ?start "-70" ?stop "5" ?lin "30"
?restart "" )
load(strcat(src "/variables.il"))
desVar( "fLO" rounded_center_frequency_s )
desVar( "fRF" rf_frequency_s )
temp( 27 )
run()
results()
selectResult( ’qpss_fi );
compressionPoint = compressionVRICurves((v("/net51" ?result "qpss_fi") - 0.0) ’(-1 1) ?
rport resultParam("IF:r" ?result "qpss_fi") ?epoint -70 ?gcomp 1);
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/1dB_compression.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation
’scientific compressionPoint);
selectResult( ’qpac );
IIP3 = ipnVRICurves((v("/net51" ?result "qpac") - 0.0) ’(1 -2) ’(-1 0) ?rport resultParam(
"IF:r" ?result "qpac") ?epoint -60);
ocnPrint(?output strcat(results_dir "/IIP3.dat") ?precision 16 ?numberNotation ’
scientific IIP3);
)
)
;##################################################
;# Post-simulation #
;##################################################
;uNotify();
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functions.il
;##################################################
;# Help Functions #
;##################################################
procedure( uGetInstance( n )
return_inst = nil
cv = geGetEditCellView()
foreach(inst cv~>instances
if(inst~>master then
unless(leIsContact(inst)
if(inst~>name==n
return_inst = inst;
)
)
)
)
return_inst
)
procedure( uSetProperty( n p v )
return_property = nil
inst = uGetInstance(n)
cv = geGetEditCellView()
foreach(prop inst->prop
if(prop->name == p
(progn
prop->value = v
cdfparamCallback = prop~>callback
errset( evalstring(cdfparamCallback) )
schVIC(cv)
dbSave(cv)
return_property = prop;
)
)
)
return_property
)
procedure( uCreateProperty( n p type v )
dbCreateProp(uGetInstance(n) p type v);
)
procedure( uPrintProperties( n )
inst = uGetInstance(n)
foreach( prop inst->prop
printf("%s = %s\n", prop~>name, prop~>value);
)
)
procedure( uGetProperties( n )
inst = uGetInstance(n)
foreach( prop inst->prop
prop
)
)
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procedure( uGetMixerName( )
mixer_name = nil
cv = geGetEditCellView()
rexCompile(".*Mixer.*")
foreach(inst cv~>instances
if(inst~>master then
unless(leIsContact(inst)
if(rexExecute(inst~>cellName)
mixer_name = inst~>cellName;
)
)
)
)
mixer_name
)
procedure( uGetCurrentTime()
id = ipcBeginProcess("date +%Y-%m-%d_%H_%M");
ipcWait(id);
timestamp = ipcReadProcess(id);
timestamp = strncat("" timestamp strlen(timestamp)-1)
)
procedure( uGetCurrentTimeEpoch()
id = ipcBeginProcess("date +%s");
ipcWait(id);
timestamp = ipcReadProcess(id);
timestamp = strncat("" timestamp strlen(timestamp)-1)
)
procedure( uCreateDirectory(d)
id = ipcBeginProcess(strcat("mkdir -p " d))
ipcWait(id)
ipcReadProcess(id)
)
procedure( uWindowIsActive( )
window_active = t
if(uGetMixerName() == nil
window_active = nil
)
window_active
)
procedure( uNotify()
id = ipcBeginProcess("bash /home/piraten/atn08nli/master-thesis/src/scripts/notify.sh")
ipcWait(id)
ipcReadProcess(id)
)
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variables.il
load(strcat(src "/variables/NWFET_60nm.il"));
load(strcat(src "/variables/mixerA.il"));
load(strcat(src "/variables/testbench.il"));
variablesmixerA.il
desVar( "I_tail" 5.8m)
desVar( "Vdd" 1.5 )
desVar( "R" 270 )
desVar( "xRF" 6 )
desVar( "xLO" 6 )
;desVar( "cf" "1/(2*3.14*fIF*R)")
desVar( "cf" "1/(2*3.14*3*fIF*R)")
variablesNWFET_60nm.il
; Design variables for 60 nm gate length NWFET
desVar( "PadW" "(NWy+2)*NW_Spacing" );
desVar( "nRF" "NWx*NWy" );
desVar( "PadW_LO" "(NWy*xLO+2)*NW_Spacing" );
desVar( "Rg" "5.6e-8*PadL/2/(0.060u*PadW)" );
desVar( "PadL" "(NWx+1)*NW_Spacing" )
desVar( "Rds" "xR*9e3" )
desVar( "Vt" -0.11 )
desVar( "Lg" 60n )
desVar( "Rdi" 1000 )
desVar( "Rsi" 460 )
desVar( "diam" 45e-9 )
desVar( "tox" 7n )
desVar( "Rd_e" 500m )
; NWy must be kept at 8
desVar( "NWy" 8 )
desVar( "NWx" 6 )
; Standard 48 wires
desVar( "nNW" "NWx*NWy")
desVar( "CgdiN" 9.2a )
desVar( "CdseN" 0 )
desVar( "CdseC" 106a )
desVar( "CgdeN" 9.4a )
desVar( "CgdeC" 238a )
desVar( "CgsiN" 10.1a )
desVar( "CgseN" 11a )
desVar( "CgseC" 321a )
desVar( "Perm_HfO2" 15)
desVar( "Perm_S18xx" 3)
desVar( "Perm_SiO2" 3.9)
desVar( "Perm_Si3N4" 7)
desVar( "Rsheet" 6 )
desVar( "DIBL" 0.07 )
desVar( "Vinj" 1.95e5 )
desVar( "SS" 3 )
desVar( "my" 0.13 )
desVar( "dNW" 45e-9 )
desVar( "NW_Spacing" 60n )
desVar( "Vt" -0.11 )
desVar( "xR" 20 )
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variablestestbench.il
desVar( "pLO" 8 )
desVar( "vRF" 20m )
desVar( "pRF" -50 )
;desVar("xVod" 2 )
desVar( "fRF" 60G )
desVar( "vLO" "Vdd/2" )
desVar( "VRF" -185m )
desVar( "fIF" 100M )
desVar( "Vod" -60m )
desVar( "fLO" 60G )
desVar( "VLO" "VRF+85m" )
desVar( "VRF" -185m )
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MatLab
analyze.m
function [ output_args ] = analyze( result )
clc;
close all;
lineWidth = 4;
markerSize = 10;
% Change default axes fonts.
set(0,’DefaultAxesFontName’, ’Latin Modern’)
set(0,’DefaultAxesFontSize’, 20)
% Change default text fonts.
set(0,’DefaultTextFontname’, ’Latin Modern’)
set(0,’DefaultTextFontSize’, 20)
results_dir = [pwd ’/../../results/’ result];
summary = fopen([results_dir ’/summary.csv’],’wt’);
%% Load parameters
p = importdata([results_dir ’/parameters.csv’]);
vdd = 0;
L_g = 0;
for i = 1:length(p.textdata)-1
if strcmp(p.textdata(i, 1), ’Vdd’)
vdd = p.data(i-1);
fprintf(summary, ’VDD_V\t%s\n’, num2str(vdd));
end
if strcmp(p.textdata(i, 1), ’Lg’)
L_g = p.data(i-1);
fprintf(summary, ’Gate_Length_nm\t%s\n’, num2str(L_g/1e-9));
end
end
%% Load skip list
skip = importdata([results_dir ’/skip.csv’]);
if ~isempty(skip)
skip = regexp(skip,’ ’, ’split’);
else
skip = {’none’};
end
%% Voltage Conversion Gain vs. LO Power
if ~strcmp(’gain’, skip{1})
d = importdata([results_dir ’/vcg_vs_plo.dat’]);
pLO = d.data(1:end, 1);
gain = d.data(1:end, 2);
figure(1);
plot(pLO, gain, ’k-O’, ’LineWidth’, lineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, markerSize);
[value, index] = max(gain);
max_gain_pLO = pLO(index);
title([’Gain vs. LO Power (L_g = ’ num2str(L_g/1e-9) ’ nm) Max. ’ sprintf(’%5.2f’,
value) ’ dB @ ’ num2str(max_gain_pLO) ’ dBm’]);
xlabel(’LO Power [dBm]’);
ylabel(’Conversion Gain [dB]’);
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grid on;
% Write to summary
fprintf(summary, ’Conversion_Gain_dB\t%s\n’, sprintf(’%5.2f’, value));
fprintf(summary, ’pLO_dBm\t%s\n’, num2str(max_gain_pLO));
end
%% Voltage Conversion Gain vs. RF Frequency
if ~strcmp(’bandwidth’, skip{1})
rf_freq = [];
rf_gain = [];
rf_measurements = dir([results_dir ’/vcg_vs_rf_*.dat’]);
for i = 1:length(rf_measurements)-1;
m = rf_measurements(i).name;
[n s e] = regexp(m, ’[0-9]’, ’match’, ’start’, ’end’);
o = substr(m, s(1), length(s));
rf_ghz = str2num(o) * 0.5;
rf = importdata([results_dir ’/’ m]);
for j = 2:3
f = rf.data(j, 1) * 10e-9 + rf_ghz;
g = rf.data(j, 2);
rf_freq = [rf_freq f];
rf_gain = [rf_gain g];
end
end
figure(2);
plot(rf_freq, rf_gain, ’ko’, ’LineWidth’,2);
title([’Gain vs. RF Frequency (L_g = ’ num2str(L_g/1e-9) ’ nm)’]);
xlabel(’RF Frequency [GHz]’);
ylabel(’Conversion Gain [dB]’);
axis([min(rf_freq) max(rf_freq) min(rf_gain) max(rf_gain)]);
fprintf(summary, ’Conversion_Gain_Difference_dB\t%s\n’, abs(min(rf_gain)-max(
rf_gain)));
end
%% Noise vs. LO power
if ~strcmp(’noise’, skip{1})
d = importdata([results_dir ’/nfdsb_vs_plo.dat’]);
pLO = d.data(1:end, 1);
NF = d.data(1:end, 2);
figure(4);
plot(pLO, NF, ’k-O’, ’LineWidth’, lineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, markerSize);
grid on;
title([’Noise Figure (DSB) vs. LO Power (L_g = ’ num2str(L_g/1e-9) ’)’] );
xlabel(’LO Power [dBm]’);
ylabel(’NF_{DSB} [dB]’);
% Write to summary
%fprintf(summary, ’Conversion_Gain_dB\t%s\n’, sprintf(’%5.2f’, value));
%fprintf(summary, ’pLO_dBm\t%s\n’, num2str(max_gain_pLO));
end
%% Power Consumption
if ~strcmp(’power’, skip{1})
fid = fopen([results_dir ’/current_vs_plo.dat’]);
tline = fgets(fid);
pLO = NaN;
I = [];
t = [];
final_pLO = [];
final_I = [];
while ischar(tline)
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[token, remain] = strtok(tline);
if strcmp(token, ’pLO’)
I_avg = mean(I);
if ~isnan(I_avg)
final_pLO = [final_pLO pLO];
final_I = [final_I I_avg];
end
pLO = str2num(substr(remain, 3));
I = [];
t = [];
elseif strcmp(token, ’time’)
else
t = [t str2num(token)];
I = [I abs(str2num(remain))];
end
tline = fgets(fid);
end
fclose(fid);
power = final_I .* vdd .* 1000;
figure(3);
plot(final_pLO, power, ’kx’, ’LineWidth’, lineWidth, ’MarkerSize’, markerSize * 2);
title([’Power Consumption vs. LO Power (L_g = ’ num2str(L_g/1e-9) ’ nm, VDD = ’
num2str(vdd) ’ V)’]);
xlabel(’LO Power [dBm]’);
ylabel(’Power Consumption [mW]’);
grid on;
fprintf(summary, ’Power_Consumption_mW\t%s\n’, num2str(power(find(final_pLO == 8)))
);
end
%% Linearity
if ~strcmp(’linearity’, skip{1})
% 1 dB compression point
d = importdata([results_dir ’/1dB_compression.dat’])
pRF = d.data(1:end, 1);
out = d.data(1:end, 2);
p = polyfit(pRF(1:5), out(1:5), 1);
outFit = polyval(p, pRF);
difference = out - outFit;
[c index] = min(abs(difference+1));
closestValue = difference(index);
inputReferred_1dB_Compression = c;
fprintf(summary, ’inputReferred_1dB_Compression_dBm\t%s\n’, num2str(
inputReferred_1dB_Compression));
% IIP3
d = importdata([results_dir ’/IIP3.dat’]);
pRF = d.data(1:end, 1);
firstOrder = d.data(1:end, 3);
firstOrderFit = polyfit(pRF(1:5), firstOrder(1:5), 1);
thirdOrder = d.data(1:end, 2);
thirdOrderFit = polyfit(pRF(1:5), thirdOrder(1:5), 1);
IIP3 = (thirdOrderFit(2) - firstOrderFit(2))/(firstOrderFit(1) - thirdOrderFit(1));
OIP3 = thirdOrderFit(2) + thirdOrderFit(1) * IIP3;
fprintf(summary, ’IIP3_dBm\t%s\n’, num2str(IIP3));
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fprintf(summary, ’OIP3_dBm\t%s\n’, num2str(OIP3));
end
%% Port isolation
if ~strcmp(’isolation’, skip{1})
fid = fopen([results_dir ’/port_isolation.csv’],’wt’);
% LO to IF
d = importdata([results_dir ’/lo_to_if.dat’]);
LO_to_IF = sprintf(’%.2f’, mean(d.data(1:end,2)));
fprintf(fid, ’LO_to_IF_dB\t%s\n’, LO_to_IF);
fprintf(summary, ’LO_to_IF_dB\t%s\n’, LO_to_IF);
% LO to RF
d = importdata([results_dir ’/lo_to_rf.dat’]);
LO_to_RF = sprintf(’%.2f’, mean(d.data(1:end,2)));
fprintf(fid, ’LO_to_RF_dB\t%s\n’, LO_to_RF);
fprintf(summary, ’LO_to_RF_dB\t%s\n’, LO_to_RF);
% RF to IF
d = importdata([results_dir ’/rf_to_if.dat’]);
RF_to_IF = sprintf(’%.2f’, mean(d.data(1:end,2)));
fprintf(fid, ’RF_to_IF_dB\t%s\n’, RF_to_IF);
fprintf(summary, ’RF_to_IF_dB\t%s\n’, RF_to_IF);
% RF to LO
d = importdata([results_dir ’/rf_to_lo.dat’]);
RF_to_LO = sprintf(’%.2f’, mean(d.data(1:end,2)));
fprintf(fid, ’RF_to_LO_dB\t%s\n’, RF_to_LO);
fprintf(summary, ’RF_to_LO_dB\t%s\n’, RF_to_LO);
fclose(fid);
end
%% Save all figures
SaveAllFigures(results_dir, ’’, ’pdf’)
SaveAllFigures(results_dir, ’’, ’png’)
%% Final clean up
fclose(summary);
end
nf2f.m
function [ f ] = nf2f( nf )
% Convert NF to F
f = 10.^(nf/10);
end
LNA_design.m
function [ h ] = LNA_design( Mixer_NF, Mixer_VCG )
%LNA_DESIGN Plot LNA requirements for given mixer NF and VCG
[G,NF] = meshgrid([30-Mixer_VCG:-0.5:20-Mixer_VCG], [0.5:0.1:3]);
Z = 10.*log10(nf2f(NF) + (nf2f(Mixer_NF)-1)./10.^(G/20));
contourf(G, NF, Z);
set(gca,’XDir’,’Reverse’)
colormap jet;
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cb = colorbar(’location’, ’southoutside’);
title([’LNA Requirements Mixer NF = ’ num2str(Mixer_NF) ’ dB & Gain = ’ num2str(Mixer_VCG)
’ dB’]);
xlabel(’LNA Gain [dB]’);
ylabel(’LNA NF [dB]’);
set(get(cb,’xlabel’),’String’, ’Receiver NF [dB]’);
h = Z;
end
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Schematics
Test Bench Implementation
Figure 45: Schematic for the test bench setup.
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Mixer A
Figure 46: Schematic for mixer A.
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Mixer B
Figure 47: Schematic for mixer B.
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Mixer C
Figure 48: Schematic for mixer C.
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List of Abbreviations
DSB Dual Sideband.
HBTs Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors.
IF Intermediate Frequency.
IIP3 Input-referred Third-order Intercept Point.
InAs Indium Arsenide.
InP Indium Phosphide.
LNA Low Noise Amplifier.
LO Local Oscillator.
mmWave Millimetre Wave.
MOSFETs Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors.
NF Noise Figure.
NR Noise Ratio.
NWFETs Nanowire Field-Effect Transistors.
OCEAN Open Command Environment for Analysis.
OIP3 Output-referred Third-order Intercept Point.
PAC Periodic Alternating Current.
Pnoise Periodic Noise.
PSS Periodic Steady-State.
PXF Periodic Transfer Function.
QPAC Quasi-Periodic Alternating Current.
QPSS Quasi-Periodic Steady-State.
RF Radio Frequency.
SiGe Silicon-Germanium.
SOI Silicon On Insulator.
SSB Single Sideband.
ULSI Ultra-Large Scale Integration.
VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator.
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